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Voice ■me BG news Bowling GrMn, Ohio Thursday, May 16. 1974 Velum* S7/Number IIS 
Officers needed for Metro Unit grant 
By Rick Beasmsa 
Sufi Reporter   , 
The Toledo Metropolitan Drug Unit 
(Metro Unit), whose investigations 
include Wood County, will receive a 
)40.000 grant needed lo continue its 
operation if the minimum number of 16 
stall positions can be filled, according 
to Sgt Robert Pitzen. commander of 
the unit Ten of these posts are now 
filled 
Pitzen said the Metro Unit was in 
danger of becoming defunct because 
area police forces which had 
committed officers to the Metro l'nit 
were recalling these officers due to 
manpower shortages in their areas He 
said the Regional Planning l'nit. 
responsible for funding the Metro l'nit. 
agreed on the conditions of the grant in 
a meeting yesterday afternoon 
Dave Mullin. deputy commander of 
the Metro Unit, which includes an 
officer commuted by the Bowling 
Green Police Department, said the 
Metro Unit was saved because "faced 
with the realization that it would end. 
they urea departments I dedided to 
contribute i men i to us.'' 
"1 DON'T THINK any chief in the 
area can say we haven't helped them 
when we were called." Mullin said 
Pitzen said four of the six officers 
needed were committed today "We're 
pretty sure we'll be able to get two 
more." he said, but added that if two 
are not obtained the grant will be 
canceled 
It has been said that the Toledo vice- 
squad    could     handle     the    cases 
investigated by the Metro Unit. 
"It's not a case that the vice-squad 
couldn't handle it." Mullin said, "but 
they don't have the resources or the 
manpower we have." He added that 
the vice-squad would be "fully 
capable" to handle the cases of the 
Metro Unit, but they ivice-squad) also 
have other vice cases to handle '' 
Pitzen said the problem of an 
understaffed squad began about two 
years ago when committed officers 
were called back to their area posts 
"CONSEQUENTLY. OUR staff 
dropped from 16 to 10 men. who have 
had to do a fantastic amount of work 
the last two years." he said 
According to ('. W Schall. Bowling 
Green police chiel. any oflicer 
committed to the Metro Squad can be 
Academic Council okays 
outdoor ROTC reviews 
By Rose Hume 
Managing Editor 
The proposed University Division ol 
General Studies and outdoor ROTC 
reviews were approved yesterday by 
Academic Council 
The University Division ol General 
Studies will be directed by an 
Individual who will be responsible to 
the College of Arts and Sciences 
The Division's activities as stated in 
the proposal will be 
-"Development of interdisciplinary, 
innovative. experimental courses 
designed especially for freshmen and 
rophomores and make 
recommendations concerning these 
efforts to the appropriate College or 
University councils These courses 
would be designated University 
Division XXX rather than having 
conventional department labels. 
•-"IDENTIFICATION ol options 
with the aid of the appropriate College 
councils by means of which students 
may complete general education 
i group) requirements 
-"Function as catalyst, research 
and evaluation resource to aid 
departmental development in the area 
of introductory or service' courses 
--"Administer Modular Achievement 
Program. Coordinated Quarters. Little 
College. Cluster Colleges, etc.. as well 
as other special general education 
programs which may be developed 
--"Cooperate with the various 
Colleges in coordinating academic 
advising for all entering freshmen 
Create   life   goals-career   workshops 
with counseling center and placement 
office Coordinate or centralize access 
to developmental' aids -writing 
clinic, reading clinic, speech clinic. 
Modular Achievement Learning 
Center, student development 
counseling and tutoring, etc 
-"ACCESS TO AND input in the 
creation of a research and evaluation 
bank on incoming freshmen in order to 
implement systematic evaluation and 
feedback procedures, and centralize 
the administration of creditby-exami- 
nation. CLEP, advanced placement, 
accelerated programs, etc. 
- Participate in summer pre-re- 
gistration activities in cooperation 
with other concerned University 
offices " 
The proposal explains that when a 
student declares a major, he will be 
enrolled in and advised by the 
appropriate college office but may 
continue to fulfill the general education 
requirements and receive academic 
advice in University Division 
The proposal also suggests that a 
University Division ol General Studies 
could improve communications with 
freshmen, ease the transition from 
high school to college and evaluate 
general education. 
ACADEMIC COUNCIL decided not 
to vote on the administrative staff or 
budget lor the I'niversity Division of 
General Studies 
Following    the   presentation   of   a 
proposal lo reinstate outdoor ROTC 
reviews and parades. Council 
unanimously approved outdoor 
reviews Outdoor   ROTC  parades 
and reviews were canceled following a 
demonstration in 1971 at the 
President's Review Dr. Karl Vogt. 
dean of the College of Business 
Administration, said that the chairmen 
ol the aerospace studies and military 
science departments believe attitudes 
toward ROTC on campus have changed 
so that "it is now appropriate to hold 
them l reviews I outside " 
Reviews have been in Anderson 
Arena for the past two years 
Academic Council raised questions 
about where outdoor reviews should be 
held and what security precautions 
should be used 
Dr Vogt personnally guaranteed 
Council that the reviews would not be 
held in inner campus However, 
neither Council or Dr. Vogt made any 
specific recommendations concerning 
security. 
recalled il a manpower shortage 
develops at the officer's area post The 
officer committed by the Bowling 
Green Police Department h.is not been 
recalled, he said 
We are all very elated with the 
support we have received." I'itzcn Mid 
-about the recent developments, but 
there are still many details that must 
be worked out That's all that I can 
release at this time." 
Mullin said the primary function ol 
the Metro Unit is to attack people 
making money" on drug trailic. not 
necessarily those making small sums. 
but    those   making     thousands   and 
thousands of dollars ' 
Pitzen mentioned an October CMC on 
the outskirts ol Bowling Green in 
which about $500,000 worth of cocaine 
was discovered 
Shaw said, I think it would be a 
shame to see it iMetro Unit' break 
up 
HE SAID THAT il the Metro Unit 
dissolved, it would probably affeel us 
to a certain extent The Metro Unit 
has done some work in the area, 
according to Shaw, and "hall a loaf is 
better than none 
Jim Schulman dii VKMA 
howling Green s di ; u 
said   the effei i   "I   il ■   ' 
collapse    would  '»   , ■ p I i 
than in Bowling '  
He explained that IN pi 
drug    traffic   i he    • 
concerned   with   i-   gn 
meti "polii »"    irea  thai 
Green 
Dale Shaffet   riu • 
Safety, said tin   Met 
work heie    ami theri 
fold, it would not affei i il" 
Three Sam B employees, Patrick Kurp (left), Paul Palmer and John Jackson 
were cited in a raid for keeping an establishment for gomblinq they will 
appear in Bowling Green Municipal Court tomorrow INewsphn'o t*y MiW- 
McNerney) 
Pinball raids affecting owners 
By Curt Hazlett 
Editor 
Nearly a week after police 
confiscated 11 of its pinball machines. 
Sam B's pinball arcade is padlocked 
and nearly empty. 
"I don't know what we are going to 
do next, but with this happening I may 
have to close the front room 
completely, which could put me out of 
business," Jim Ferrell, the sandwich 
shop's owner, said yesterday 
Ferrell. a 1972 University graduate 
who started the shop that same year, is 
upset. 
City police raided Sam B's and 
another pinball establishment, the 
Golden Cue, last Thursday, claiming 
that   pinball   machines   in   the   two 
businesses offered free games and thus 
were gambling devices 
Three Sam B employees Paul 
Palmer, Patrick Kurp and John 
Jackson-were cited in that raid for 
maintaining an establishment lor 
gambling 
In addition, the co-owners ol the 
Golden Cue, George and Paula 
Nicholas, were cited on the same 
charge. 
Another person, Chrislos 
Karadimas. freshman 1A&S1. was 
cited for gambling He was playing a 
pinball machine in Sam B's arcade at 
the time ol the raid. 
According to the Revised Code, the 
maximum penalty for persons 
maintaining an establishment for 
gambling    is   $500   or   six    months' 
imprisonment 
All those cited are scheduled for an 
appearance in Bowling Green 
Municipal Court tomorrow morning 
"I'm really upset about this," 
Ferrell said. "1 think the raid was 
discriminatory: it was harrassment " 
Ferrell was not cited in the raid, but 
It's Media. Inc.. the corporate owner of 
Sam B's, was 
Ferrell said he believes the raid was 
discriminatory because other 
establishments in Bowling Green with 
machines' that award games were not 
raided 
Nicholas said she was bewildered 
that police chose to raid the Golden 
Watergafe tapes subpoenaed 
Because of 1971 demonstrations following outdoor ROTC 
reviews, the pocwdoi wore moved inside. Yesterday, 
however, the Academic Council reinstated outside ROTC 
activities, approving the reviews. 
WASHINGTON tAPi - The House 
Judiciary Committee voted 37-1 
yesterday to subpoena 11 Watergate 
tapes President Nixon has refused to 
provide for the committee's 
impeachment inquiry. 
By top-heavy votes it also 
subpoenaed schedules of Nixon's daily 
meetings and conversations during 
four periods of time, and set a vote 
today on subpoenas for tapes of 66 
presidential conversations dealing 
with other matters under 
investigation. 
The vote on the Watergate tapes, 
supported by all committee 
Republicans except Rep. Edward 
Hutchinson of Michigan, was a direct 
challenge to Nixon, who notified the 
committee last week he would give it 
no more Watergate material. The 
subpoena calls for delivery of the tapes 
next Wednesday. 
THE WHITE HOUSE is still feeling 
the shock effects of Nixon's last 
response to a committee subpoena, 
when he turned over edited transcripts 
instead of tapes. 
The 11 conversations covered by the 
new   subpoena  deal   with  plans   for 
bugging Democratic headquarters, 
conversations a few days after the 
Watergate break in, and efforts to get 
the CIA to limit the FBI investigation 
of the break-in. 
That's as far as Chief Counsel John 
Doar has gotten in his presentation of 
evidence to the committee, which he 
resumed after the vote on the 
subpoenas 
IN OTHER Watergate developments 
yesterday. Dwight I. Chapin. the 
President's former appointments 
secretary, was sentenced to 10 to 30 
months in prison for his April 5 
conviction on two counts of lying to the 
Weather 
Variable cloadloess and mild 
today with a chance of thunder- 
showers in Ike afternoon, more 
likely tonight. Highs in the upper 
Ms aad low 70s Low tonight la the 
Us. Variable cloudiness 
tomorrow. Highs in the Ms. 
Chance of rain 5S per cent today 
and 79 per cent tonight. 
FBI  about  political trickster Donald 
Segrctti. 
Chapin. 33. had pleaded for 
clemency, saying that both he and 
Segretti already were marked for life 
as the dirty tricks team." But U.S. 
District Judge Gerhard A Gesell 
declared that "your resort 
to...swearing falsely cannot be 
condoned " Chapin. who could have 
received up to five years in prison, 
remained free on bond for an appeal 
-In an afternoon session, the 
Senate Watergate Committee gave 
the President s chief of staff. 
Alexander M Haig Jr.. a second 
chance to answer questions about his 
knowledge of a $100,000 contribution 
given to Nixon's friend. C G "Bebe" 
Rebozo by billionaire Howard Hughes 
Haig refused to testify on the matter 
May 2, saying the President had 
ordered him to invoke executive 
privilege. 
-EARLIER, THE Senate committee 
voted unanimously to ask the full 
Senate to extend its life to June 30. 
partly to give its staff time to remove 
from the panel's final report any 
references to Individual guilt or 
innocence  in the scandal. 
Cue I wish the) h.ui given u 
warning, she «aid I' Ihej 
want them around the) shnuli 
just said so 
Howling    Green    police    iv. 
statement   after    the  raid   8a] 
raid had resulted Irom ;< i"  
investigation by  citj  police 
state attorney general soffin 
Ferrell   charged   th.it   II 
gation was a waste of  il 
All I can i tally sec is thai i g< 
the Golden Cue got hurl, and llti 
got hurt   I don t see anybody 
any gain,    he said 
Paula Nicholas - ii I thi 
is also being tin• I  by  tin 
but that  increased   n ti' il 
tables was minimizing losse« 
She    said    it    she 
tomorrow she will be U| 
she   won't   blame   11» 
agencies 
II the> nnd me gi 
but I II wonder foi evet   '' 
us.    she said 
A police spokesman lal 
refused   telephone  comment   on   the 
raid 
Means speech 
American    Indian    Movement 
leader Russell Means will ipes) 
Sunday night at fi .10 pm in the 
Forum. Student Services Bldg 
instead ol Monday night is wa^ 
announced previously 
Means was wrested early thk 
week In Sioux Falls S.D and 
charged with being in i rtol crowd 
and destruction ol federal 
property 
Steve Lallerty a spokesman lot 
the Wounded Knee Helen-.. 
Committee said Means moved his 
appearance forward because he 
needs weekdays free for court 
hearings 
•»-. J/Th. KG Newt. Thursday, May 16, If74 
epiT8RiaLS 
discretion needed 
on oil depletion 
Before the public dives headlong into the crusade against the oil 
companies, whom they blame for the energy crisis, perhaps a little 
discretion on the part of the people would be advisable. 
Kecent proposals in Congress would, if passed, cut off the oil and gas 
depletion allowances the oil companies now receive and impose a 
windfall profit tax on the oil industry. 
An end to the oil depletion allowance would mean the oil industry would 
pay about $2 billion more in taxes per year, and it has yet to be 
determined how much of a tax increase the companies would suffer from 
the windfall profit tax. 
Some taxes may now be warranted, but this is perhaps a bit more than 
the situation calls for, at least at this time 
The Oil industry is a vital industry in America, and more investigation 
into the energy situation is needed before Congress haphazardly throws 
taxes around. 
America must not be blinded by its anger over the energy crisis. More 
investigation into the situation is needed so Congress can act on logic, not 
emotion. 
If the oil companies have been unjust during the energy crisis, they 
deserve to be punished; but let's get all the facts first. 
Objectivity is the order of the day. 
the right move 
A pat on the back to a House committee for a step in the right direction. 
The committee approved a report saying action should be taken to 
recover any improper expenditures on the President's homes, besides 
the White House. 
The tax money that was wasted for the President's personal 
satisfaction should be recovered and put to use in some constructive way. 
Most of the money was used for "security expenditures." Security is 
fine, but not in excess, and nobody needs three homes spread out across 
the country, not even the President. 
Tax money used for other frivolities such as a fireplace exhaust fan, a 
flagpole and protective shrubbery can be recovered and used for more 
important things, like buying food for starving people. 
vip marks anniversary 
By DM Kibec 
VIP PkeMg rapber 
Gaest Stalest Colamalii 
This May. Volunteeri in Progress 
will be celebrating its first 
anniversary. One year ago the VIP 
program was initiated with the idea of 
student service to the community. 
The student volunteers wanted to 
extend a hand of goodwill and 
friendship to the people who needed it 
most in Bowling Green. 
The main emphasis of action by the 
hardworking volunteers were the 
community nursing homes, the 
American Red Cross center, Woodlane 
School, and the establishment of a Big 
Brother, Big Sister program. 
WORK AT THE nursing homes 
involved initiating art workshops, 
variety shows, and visiting with the 
residents. The presence of the 
volunteers brought new spark and 
excitement to the lives of many' of the 
elderly residents 
The Wood County home along with 
Woodlane School and American Red 
Cross were the testing grounds for 
Volunteers in Progress The success of 
the programs proved the efficiency and 
sincerity of the young organization 
VIP offered its services to the local 
Red Cross center in the vein of 
secretarial relief. The center 
desperately needed people to fill in 
answering phones, tiling, and doing 
general office work Volunteers also 
assisted in the Bloodmobile program. 
Woodlane school is a special 
educational institution (or the mentally 
handicapped. It services the entire 
county and has pupils ranging from six 
months to twenty-one years of age. 
Here. VIP volunteers act as tutors and 
assist in the woodwork shop. 
The volunteers will also help out in 
the Special Olympics, which will be 
held at the University this June 1st. It 
is an all state affair which brings 
together over one hundred 
handicapped children and gives them a 
chance to compete in track and field 
events. 
The Woodlane School program has 
met with exceptional results as it has 
grown from ten volunteers, last May. 
to forty this year. 
According to one volunteer, 
"working with these children really 
gives you a special feeling, they are so 
receptive to everything you give. It's 
very easy to love them.'' 
The Big Brother program involves 
students who act as companions to 
young boys in the community and from 
a nearby correctional institution The 
program was started by a handful of 
interested students and in one quarter 
has grown to a dedicated forty. 
THIS PROGRAM proved to be 
especially fulfilling for both the 
volunteer and his little brother It gave 
the volunteer a chance to strike up a 
sincere relationship and help the boy 
overcome any resentments or 
problems he may have had 
The Big Sister program has met with 
similar success. There are now twenty 
women acting as big sisters to twenty 
girls from the Eastwood and Bowling 
Green areas. 
Their function is the same as the big 
brothers: to act as companions and 
friends to the girls. 
Activities for both programs ranged 
from going in groups to circuses and 
movies to just quiet visits with their 
little brothers or sisters. 
Jan Monks. VIP coordinator, 
explains her views on the success of 
the organization in its first year The 
students really made the programs 
work. It was through their diligence 
and cooperativeness which got VIP off 
the ground and into action The 
program can really look ahead now 
because of the work of these dedicated 
few." 
As it has been pointed out. the 
services VIP has rendered to the 
community has been greatly 
appreciated The organization has 
established itselt and triumphed in its 
first year objectives. 
CONTINUED   SUPPORT   bv   the 
students, faculty, administration, and 
staff for Volunteers in Progress 
coupled with cooperation by the 
community is essential for continued 
success. 
This, of course, can only lead to a 
healthier, happier. Bowling Green The 
community must realize and work with 
the actions of VIP, for the rewards are 
mutual 
VIP has proven to be so successful 
and vital that the program will 
continue its work next fall quarter. 
There will, however, be limited 
services during the summer quarter if 
enough interested students volunteer. 
Now is your chance to make your 
free time count New and iteresting 
programs are being planned for next 
fall and you can be a part of them 
All it takes is a few hours a week and 
a genuine desire to help people VIP is 
constantly in need of new volunteers 
and is calling on the remaining student 
body for support 
Anyone interested in joining the 
organization over the summer or fall 
quarters can contact the VIP office in 
room 405. Student Services building or 
just call 372-2697 
taped mementos 
Behind all questions about the future 
of President Nixon's tapes there are 
the first puzzles, still unriddled why 
did he make them in the first place, 
and why did he keep them after they 
had become a threat to him'' 
We are olten told that Mr Nixon has 
a sense of his own place in history. It 
more often looks like a disbelief in his 
own existence. 
He keeps mementos of every place 
he has gone to. as if to prove to himsell 
that he was there. Anything connected 
with his time in the white House has 
been treasured as a piece of evidence. 
He used to tell the story of his 
waking up with a sense of urgency over 
something, and thinking "I have to tell 
the President'—only to realize he was 
the President. 
. One can almost see him checking the 
'.table linen to see if it really does have 
the White House markings on it "Yes. 
I am here after all." 
THE TAPES are evidence that he 
truly was in the White House, talking 
to everybody as the President 
Arturo Toscanini. at the end of his 
life, used to listen to tapes of his own 
earlier performances, and one can 
imagine that Nixon had looked forward 
to long hours of such enjoyment in his 
old age at San Clemente. 
"Boy.  did  I  ever  tell oil  George 
Meany that time " "Note the authority 
with which I ordered that day's soup 
"See'' Never a hesitation when the big 
decisions were made." 
The tapes were evidence in a larger 
sense as well Since Nixon always 
anticipates attack, he never knows 
what might come in handy for his 
defense. 
I remember talking with one ol his 
team of stenographers in the 1968 
campaign This man would get off the 
campaign plane at each stop and ride 
with the press to Nixon's speaking 
locale, where advance men had 
arranged for his special plug into the 
podium. 
Then, through earphones that cut out 
any crowd noise, he would take down 
the first half ol Nixon's speech In 
shorthand 
The advance man had a car waiting 
to rush him back to the plane where he 




In the early part of 1973 a group ol 
Oglala Sioux took a desperate step. As 
a last resort in a 105 year old struggle 
to get the U.S. government to honor its 
treaty with the Sioux, designating the 
Wounded Knee area Sioux land, this 
group occupied Wounded Knee for 71 
days 
During those 71 days the occupants 
endured all types of harassments Horn 
government agents, several of the 
group even being shot by these agents 
Many of the Wounded Knee 
occupants are now being framed-up by 
the government in a trial in Federal 
Court in Minneapolis 
The defense has shown that the 
government has used a number of 
unlawful methods, including illegal 
wiretaps, to gain evidence against 
participants in the occupation. 
THE GOVERNMENT'S attitude 
towards the American Indian 
Movement 'I attempt to win some 
justice at Wounded Knee became 
blanlantly clear when the defense 
presented as evidence an FBI log. 
dated March 1, 1973. three days after 
the seizure began: 
"Mr. Gallagher from the Bureau 
lBureau of Indian Affairs) advises that 
the Attorney General wants all 
individuals prosecuted There is to be 
no amnesty or bonds set Identify all 
news media that are on the scene so 
that they can testify later to what they 
saw Prosecute everyone of any crime 
possible " 
The history of U.S. Government 
treatment of Native Americans has 
been a history ol nothing but vicious 
mistreatment The attempt'to frame- 
up and imprison the Wounded Knee 
defendants is just another chapter in 
this history 
A committee to raise support and 
funds tor the Wounded Knee 
defendants' fight against the 
government frame-up is functioning on 
campus When you see their literature 
tables stop and help this struggle of 
Native Americans for justice 
Also, Kussel Means, a leader of the 
American Indian movement and a 
defendant, will be speaking on campus 
Sunday night. Go hear first hand about 
the plight of the American Indian and 
his treatment at the hands of the U S. 
Government. 
STOP THE FRAME-UP- 
FREE   THE   WOUNDED   KNEE 
DEFENDANTS' 
Jay Fisher 
Young Socialists for Nancy Brown 
Box 27 Commons 
keith criticism 
Re: Blatant Letters from Douglas R 
Keith 
After having laughingly read several 
letters in the BG News from the above 
gentleman, I finally feel compelled to 
comment. 
Obviously this person has assumed 
that he must provide religious 
education and moral guidance for all of 
the poor, misguided, wandering 
children here at BGSU In so doing he 
has assumed the position of God's right 
hand on earth I depending on whether 
or not you believe God has a right 
hand i. and gone off on a super ego trip. 
Please. Mr. Keith, spare us any 
more of the quotes from your "fairy 
tale book", and quit dictating your 
concept of good and evil to those who 
are probably least interested in your 
views. 
Save yo letters to the editor for the 
people o. -erry. Ohio, who might be 
more interested (probably not > in 
reading your religious babbling than 
most people here. 
Bruce K Misamore 
510 West Wooster Street 
cooks letter 
funny 
let's hear from you 
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns 
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial 
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that 
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced 
The .News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste 
Letters and columns must include the author s name, address and 
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106 
University Pall. 
I thoroughly enjoyed reading the 
article "Appreciate Your Cooks" and 
found it endlessly amusing. Just think, 
he (Skinner) actually wants us, (the 
students) to COMPLIMENT the cooks 
on something we enjoyed. Now that's a 
JOKE! 
First of all. Skinner gets an A+ for 
hit dictionary research, on the word 
"cook", what he failed to define was 
the word "food " Webster defines this 
as, "What is eaten, or taken into the 
body, for nourishment " 
This is more to the realization of 
what we students consider food! 
However. Webster also says "food" is 
ANYTHING served as material for 
consumption or use. and that more 
accurately describes "what" those 
"dedicated ladies" in the kitchen serve 
us. 
YOU'RE DARN RIGHT we go back 
to the "cooks" and complain: Too 
done, not done enough, and funny 
taste! And on the way back to our seats 
we'll continue to bit—at the cashiers for 
the outrageous costs, and these poor 
excuses called meals. 
So Skinner, next time the spaghetti, 
or beef stew tastes like mom's, do us a 
favor; first: throw it out the window; 
second: buy two cook books (one for 
the "cook" and one for your mother), 
and throw a few sparks of positive rein- 
forcement in the way of the kitchen 
staff (or Hollis Moore), and forget all 
those "hard-working student cook's 
helpers! The only work they 
accomplish is stealing greasy french 
fries with their greasy (and dirty) 
fingers while us starving, 
undernourished, and overcharged 
consumers look on! 
Rookie O Ryan 
312Conklin 
nice people 
On May 8,1 was really in a panic, my 
meal coupons were not where I thought 
I bad put them the night before. Ir. a 
frantic hurry, I desperately tore my 
room apart-to no avail, my coupons 
were no where to be found. 
Remembering that I had emptied my 
trash can the night before, I ran to the 
incinerator room to see if my coupons 
were still there. To my horror, toe can 
had been emptied and the garbage was 
on the loading dock being picked up by 
the truck' 
My heart skipped a few beats as I 
raced down the four flights of steps in 
my attempt to reco\er my $35 in 
coupons. Out in the icy cold rain 1 
dashed to recover my precious meal 
tickets. 
Once explaining my situation to the 
two wonderful men working on the 
truck. Floyd Fausnaugh and Steven 
Yates, they helped me find my 
coupons!! 
They actually slowed down and went 
through each individual can slowly- 
looking until they tound them. I know 
that they must have been slowed up by 
the search, but it was a good deed and I 
thank them a million times over. 





After reading an article in Friday's 
BG News. I felt I had to write to let the 
people concerned know how thankful I 
am. namely The Bowling Green Police 
Dept and The Attorney General. 
William F Brown. 
Due to the combined efforts of these 
fearless investigators the sinister 
Bowling Green pinball gambling 
syndicate has been snubbed out. 
After a one month investigation and 
the use of undercover agents i who'd ya 
use Willy. James Bond" > the dynamic 
BG Police apprehended twenty-four of 
these evil pinball machines and 
slapped misdemeanor charges on two 
hardened pinball players. 
I can rest safer now. knowing that 
these dauntless crime fighters are on 
the job-keeping BG safe from pinball 
gamblers. 
Thanks again, men. 
Jeff Whitney 
214 Napoleon Rd Apt. 74 
MEANWHILE. A second man had 
been taking down the rest of the talk 
While this part was being typed up. the 
first half was duplicated, fifty copies 
being stacked in the rear ol the plane 
ready foi release before the plane 
reached its next stop, where the whole 
process would be repealed. 
What you have to remember is thai 
Nixon was giving his stock campaign 
speech, with interchangeable parts but 
little or no additions i perhaps a word 
to the local politician or a reference to 
the local industry) 
Yet over and over this team would 
operate, laking down and printing up 
each word 
I ASKED WHY all this effort and 
bother, only to throw all extra copies of 
the speeches out in a day or two The 
answer il Nixon was misquoted, the 
team would distribute its copies of the 
speech and confound the misquoter. 
So far as 1 know, the opportunity 
nevei arose to use these documents 
that way. but Nixon likes to be ready 
for any contingency I think that 
copying program contained the germ 
of the taping idea You never know 
what you may want to produce in some 
future battle. 
Nail everything down Tape it File 
it Know that you have it in reserve. It 
might be used against one of those 
being taped 
And who knows'' Though the tapes, 
like most of Ml Nixon's compulsive 
efforts to head off attack, just became 
new sources of attack, they might have 
served one purpose after all 
If they contain compromising 
material on Messrs Haldeman or 
Bhrlichman, their existence may 
preclude any cooperation between 
those men and investigators of the 
President 
WE DO NOT know (or sure whether 
Mr Nixon has destroyed pans or all of 
some tapes. But neither does John 
Ehrlichman know thai for sure 
And he must have cudgeled his brain. 
over the last months, trying to 
remember just what those tapes might 
hold on him 
In that sense, the tapes-which 
threaten Nixon desperately-may also 
be protecting him 
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Survey results show women 
think jobs under-utilize talents 
By M>rcU Skutr 
Execs live Editor 
Most area women feel 
their jobs under-utilize their 
abilities, according to 
results of a survey taken at 
the Tri-State Women's 
Coalition last month. 
Dr. Annette B Johnson, 
coordinator of women's 
programs, said this feeling 
of unsatisfied potential is 
apparent in the responses of 
both student and non-student 
respondents The survey 
defined "traditional 
students'' as full-time 
students between the ages of 
15-25 
The survey indicates that 
all but one of the working 
espondents are employed in 
traditional'' women's 
occupations such as 
teaching and nursing 
Thirty-two of the 58 women 
surveyed were employed at 
■ast part-time 
NONE OF the women 
indicated    her    job    was 
"beyond'' her abilities. 
"The survey shows that 
even though every woman 
who responded to the 
questionnaire had at least 
some college education, few 
were content with their 
present job positions." Dr. 
Johnson said. 
She said the survey was 
designed to "assess the need 
for a Center for Continuing 
Education for Women which 
would provide at a 
minimum, educational and 
vocational advisement to 
women contemplating 
returning to school or 
continuing their education 
informally 
"The survey would also 
form a supportive base for 
establishment of a Women's 
Studies program at the 
University.'' she added 
Results of the survey were 
similar for both the student 
group and the non-student 
group in most areas Only- 
one of the 58 respondents 
said she was not interested 
in furthering her education. 
Of those interested in 
further educatpon. 15 of the 
non-student group and eight 
of the student group said 
thsir most important goal in 
higher education is "for self 
and family enrichment.'" 
NINE OF the non-students 
and 17 of the students said 
their most important goal 
was "to improve self in 
present job " 
These results were 
comparable to the results of 
a non-random survey of 
women "high in community 
involvement, educational 
level and interest in 
women's affairs.'' Dr. 
Johnson said Of this group 
of 27 women. 11 wanted to 
further their education "for 
self and family enrichment"' 
while 10 desired a "future 
iob in a new field " 
All three groups indicated 
major areas they felt a 
women's center should 
become involved in 
-acquainting women with 
educational programs and 
opportunities at the 
University or other area 
schools: 
-assisting in clarifying 
personal goals. 
-examining interests and 
aptitudes 
Major programs women 
expressed interest in are: 
-a library containing 
materials on women's 
status, career and 
educational opportunities; 
--information about 
women's studies and local 
organizations: 
-lecture film series 
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Court sets deadline for reply 
WASHINGTON     (AP) 
The U.S. Court of Appeals 
ordered the government yes- 
terday to file an answer by 
Monday in an effort bv five 
newsnotes 
Blade editorial 
TOLEDO (APi - President Nixon 
should reject demands for his 
resignation and let Congress-in a 
constitutional manner-deal with any 
possible abuse of office, the Toledo 
Blade declared yesterday 
The newspaper, in an editorial, said 
circumvention of the Constitution by 
forcing Nixon to resign would be 
intolerable, "the more so since one of 
the most grievous charges against 
Mr Nixon is that he has ignored or 
violated that same Constitution " 
The Blade said investigation into 
Watergate and related offenses 
should continue, adding that if 
evidence of impeachable misconduct 
on the President's part is 
determined, "there would be no 
alternative but to proceed in that 
direction." 
Said The Blade: For the long pull, 
the question then is not so much 
whether the President can hunker 
down and tough it out. as it were, or 
whether he lets his fate and spot in 
history be decided by Congress " 
Energy crisis? 
COLUMBUS (API - Nearly half of 
3.600 small businessmen in Ohio do 
not believe there actually is an 
energy shortage, the results of a poll 
by the National Federation of 
Independent Business showed 
yesterday 
The organization said 46 per cent of 
those responding indicated disbelief, 
while 36 per cent said they do believe 
there is a shortage 
Those answering in the undecided 
category totaled 18 per cent 
Education aid 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate 
yesterday approved a formula that 
would give small, rural states a 
bigger share of toe biggest package 
of federal aid to education funds. 
The plan, sponsored by Sen John L. 
McClellan iD-Ark.) was approved 56 
to 36 It displaced a formula in the $23 
billion education bill which would 
have been more favorable to large, 
industrial states 
Both sides said they were trying to 
devise a formula to insure that the 
funds were used to improve 
educational opportunities of 
disadvantaged children 
Involved in the dispute was about (2 
billion distributed annually to school 
districts all over the nation under 
Title I of the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act to help 
children from poor families. n 
WINTHROP TERRACE 




WE ARE OFFERING A FURNISHED TWO BED- 
ROOM JWQ BATH FOR THE SAME PRICE AS 
A FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM ONE BATH!!! 
THIS OFFER EXPIRES MAY 22,1974 
FOR INFO CALL - 352-9135 
OR 
COME OUT TO WINTHROP SOUTH 
400 NAPOLEON ROAD 
FROM 9-5 DAILY 
AND FROM 10-12 and 1-3 SAT. 
of the Watergate cover-up 
defendants to disqualify 
federal Judge John J Sirica 
from presiding over their 
trial 
Lawyers for the five claim 
that Sirica has shown a bias 
toward the prosecution in 
his handling of Watergate 
and related cases in the last 
16 months 
"IT CAN be said conserva- 
tively that this is among the 
most momentous cases of 
our time.'" the petition lo the 
appeals court said It asked 
an expedited hearing 
U.8 District Court Judge 
Sirica assigned himself to 
the case-looming as the 
biggest of all the Watergate 
trials-while he was chief 
judge The trial is scheduled 
for Sept. 9 
Sirica was challenged by 
Correction 
The Everett E Carter 
Family, rather than the 
Kenneth Carter family, 
donated the land for Carter 
Park to the city of Bowling 
Green as reported in 
yesterday-"^ I News. The 
News apologizes , for its 
error 
former Nixon adminis- 
tration officials John N Mit- 
chell. John D. Ehrlichman. 
Charles W. Colson and 
Gordon Strachan and Nixon 
re-election committee 
lawyer Kenneth W 
Parkinson, who are charged 
with obstructing justice in 
the cover-up. 
SIRICA turned down 
demands that he disqualify 
himself and turn over the 
selection of a trial judge to a 
three-judge calendar 
committee, saying 
"Every action, decision 
and comment of the court 
cited by defendants arose in 
the course of official judicial 
activity." 
Two defendants, former 
Nixon chief of staff H. R 
Haldcman. and former re- 
election committee official 
Robert C Mardian. did not 
join in the effort to unseat 
Sirica Their attorneys have 
represented the judge in the 
past, a fact cited by the 
other five 
In ordering that the 
answer to the petition be 
filed by the close of business 
May 20. the appeals court 
did not address the request 
for an expedited hearing 
There was no indication 
whether a hearing will be 
held or whether the case will 
be decided on briefs alone. 
Federal building completion 
planned sometime next fall 
A new federal building, scheduled for 
completion sometime next fall, is under 
construction in downtown Bowling Green. 
The building will house the Post Office and 
other federal offices including the Social 
Security Administration. Soil Conservation 
Service and Agricultural Stabalization and 
Conservation Committee lASC), according 
to Charles Brough, city director of housing, 
planning and zoning 
Formal ground breaking ceremonies for 
the project took place Feb 15. 1974 Con- 
struction was scheduled to begin April 1. but 
was   delayed    because   of   problems    in 












ALL SPRING COLORS 
SIZES 8-18 
ALL FASHION PANTS 
ORIG. 13.00-16.00 $499.$999 
MAIN FLOOR - SPORTSWEAR 
YOUNG MENS 
SLACKS & JEANS 




ONLY      -% 
SHEETS GALORE 
OUR FAMOUS SHEET SCRAMBLE. 
FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON DISCON- 
TINUED STYLES - SPECIAL PUR- 
CHASES MANY MATCHING SETS. ALL 
NO-IRONS. SIZES FLAT AND FITTED. 
Wm f KK. 5.2S-7.O0 SUE 2/'5.00 
FUUS IF UK. 6.25 8.00 SUE 2 '7.00 
QUEENS f KB. 1.00-12.00 SALE '4.M 
KM6S I fW. 11.00-15.00 SUE '5.99 
$TD. I KK USES 
f FUF. 3.80-S.OO P*  SALE '2 49 PH 
JUNIORS JUNIORS 
WHITE PANTS 
ASST. STYLES - BROKEN SIZES 513 $2"-$4 99 
COTTON TOPS AT 
99° EACH 
COTTON BLOUSES 
ASST PRINTS SIZES 513 
finalizing plans and obtaining building 
permits. 
ORIGINALLY September 1 was set as a 
projected completion date, but now a 
December completion date seems likely. 
Brough said 
The building will be on the east side of 
South Main Street, between Washington and 
Pearl Streets. 
Brough said Bowling Green was chosen as 
the site of the new federal building resulting 
from the efforts of Congressman Delbert 
Latta, (R-Bowling Green), and because 
Bowling Green is the county seat 












FOR CLEARANCE NOW 
ASSORTED COLORS, SYLES, FABRICS 
SIZES 513 
$59V10" 
2ND FLOOR - JUNIORS 
MENS LONG SLEEVE 
SPORT SHIRTS 
ALL PERMANENT PRESS PATTERNS 
S-M-L-XL 
ORIG. 5.00 TO 8.00 $1 99 
TOWELS - TOWELS 
TOWELS 
CHOOSE FROM SOLIDS AND PRINTS 
AND JACQUARDS MOSTLY 1st QUAL- 
ITY, SOME SECONDS. 
MTN *WJtf. 2754.50 SALE '1.4$ 
HAW If rW. 1.90-2.M SALE * 





EXCELLENT SELECTION OF ONE OF 
AMERICAS LEADING MAKERS OF 
YOUNG MENS JEANS. SOLIDS AND 
SPRING PATTERNS 
SOLD NATIONALLY AT 
12.00 TO 16.00 






ASST. SOLIDS AND PATTERNS 




ONLY      1 
BLANKETS 
CONVENTIONAL & THERMAL WEAVE 
1st AND 2nd QUALITY SOLID 
COLORS. 
TNMS * PEW. 9.00-12.00 
FUUS f Kff  11.00-14.00 
SALE '3.M 
SALE MM 
SAVE OVER 50% 
A special kind of race 
The competitors were 
smiling and laughing as they 
waited their turn to compete 
yesterday in the 100-yard 
dash. Standing along the 
starting line in their new or 
freshly-washed tennis shoes, 
they waited for the magic 
word to start racing for the 
blue, red or white ribbons. 
The students were just as 
determined as if it were the 
Mid-American Conference 
championships, but this 
track meet was different. 
No times were taken for 
the record books, the 
bleachers were empty, and 
the only spectators were i 
teachers and University 
student volunteers. 
THE PARTICIPANTS 
were from three area 
schools for the mentally 
retarded. Hope (Toledo and 
Lucas County), and Wood 
Lane (Wood County) Schools 
met at Whittaker Field for 
the annual Field Day. 
Doug McVey. physical 
education director at Wood 
Lane School and in charge of 
the events, explained the 
benefits of such an 
experience 
McVey said the social 
aspects of the small meet, 
where about 150 students 
participate, are beneficial to 
the individual. 
"You'll see a lot of inter- 
action out there today." he 
iaid. "Then there's the 
spirit of competition during 
this normal type of 
activity." McVey added. 
RANGING FROM six to 
21 years old. the students 
chose to participate in either 
the 100- or 220-yard dash and 
between the long jump or 
the softball throw as a field 
event. 
They    then    competed 
against others in their age 
group with the same ability 
"Every kid in every event 
gets a ribbon." McVey said 
Green "participant" ribbons 
were awarded to those in 
each heat not finishing in the 
top three places. 
Some students cheered for 
their classmates, some were 
too busy admiring their own 
ribbons pinned on their 
jackets, while others sat in 
groups, singing and clapping 
their hands 
Everyone seemed to be 
having a good time, and as 
one young boy said, "My 
mom's going to be proud of 
me tonight." 
The Northwest Regional 
Special Olympics will be 
held Saturday. June 1, at 
Whittaker Field, attracting 






in one of our 3 
banquet rooms which 
can accommodate up to 
300 people. Have 
dinner in a dimly lighted 
atmosphere with piped in 
music and enjoy our dance 
floor. 




Barbara AA. Silver 
Newsphotos by 





Pe'fect clarity, line 
<vhite color and precise 
cut distinguish Keepsake 
diamond rings, (amous for 
quality beauty and 
styling Keepsake 
permanently registers 
your ring and assures 
trade-in value with 
protection against loss. 
Keepsake 
KLEVER'S JEWELRY STORE 
125 N MAIN ST., BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402 
 Phone: 353-6691 
€$u Model 0pen...Noon till 5 P.M.   jBg 
& CAMPUS MANOR  * 
APARTMENTS 
BEHIND BURGER CHEF & MR. ED'S 
NEXT TO STERLING 
OPENINGS FOR SUMMER & FALL 
OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS 
TO FILL 3 & 4 MAN APTS. IN THE FALL 
* SPECIAL SUMMER RATES 
12 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR 
NEW-MODERN-FURNISHED-CABLE T.V. 
• 2 min. walk to campus 
• 5 min. walk to downtown 
• 25 business establishments at your front door 
• Entrance doors secured at all times 
• Intercom between apartments & entrance 
• Free parking at your front door 
• Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook 
• No car required, save on gas, parking & operating cost 
No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush 
Well lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas 
Friendly Helpful Landlords 
FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP, 
GO CAMPUS MANOR 





DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY 
NEW OFFERINGS, FALL 1974 
151: EMERGENCE OF HUMAN SOCIETY: CONTINUITY AND 
CHANGE (4) 
A comparative study of the cultural patterns and problems from 
Paleolithic cave to Medieval castle, which laid the foundations of 
civilization. Professors Kawashima, Thomas, Oglevee, Forse. 
152: RISE OF THE WEST: RENAISSANCE TO REVOLUTION (4) 
Transformation of European Society: institutional and ideological 
change, the rise of the West to world power. Professors Alston and 
Knox. 
153: EUROPE IN THE MODERN WORLD: DOMINANCE AND 
DECLINE (4) 
Impact of the political and industrial revolution on European society 
and culture; 19th century expansion and 20th century retreat from 
world power; the rise of totalitarianism and world conflict. Pro- 
fessors Rowney, G. Platt, Weinberg, Chen. 
153 Course of Dr. Weinberg (TF 10-12): 
The study of European history through the use of films. 
391: WORLD WAR II (4) 
Students will be introduced to the way participating peoples experi- 
enced the global conflict of 193945 and the ways they remember it 
in books and films. Students will investigate how the war was ex- 
perienced and how it is remembered by older Americans available to 
them. Students will actively participate in the construction of the 
course by their field work: interviewing the war generation, col- 
lecting letters, etc. No prerequisites. Prof. Alston; 7:30-9:30 p.m. TR. 
391: HISTORY OF POVERTY, CRIME, VIOLENCE (4) 
Investigation of the development of interest in and perceptions of 
crime in 19th century Europe; popular protest and the culture of 
poverty; public and official responses to the problem of social order. 
No prerequisites. Prof. Graham, MW 1-3. 
477: 20th CENTURY EUROPE (4) 
Aspects of European historical development in the 20th century, with 
emphasis on the major forces, events, experiences which have 
shaped the course of Europe generally and its place in the con- 
temporary world. Prof. Rock. MW 1-3. 
Local  Briefs 
Thefts continue 
Three cases ol .grand larceny were 
reported lo Campus Safety yesterday. 
Janice Homzak. junior HA 
reported her purse was stolen from her 
office in 310 Student Services Tuesday. A 
camera and two lenses, total value 1625. 
were taken before the purse was 
recovered 
Martha Kelly, freshman iB.A). and 
Paul Deal, junior iMusic Ed. I, reported 
that their flutes, each valued at $225. 
were alledgedly taken from the Music 
Bldg between 1 45-945p.m 
Two wallets were reported stolen 
from MacDonald Quadrangle Cheryl 
Chlenbrock. senior lEd I. reported her 
wallet containing $15 was stolen Irom 
her room in MacDonald North Judy 
Entinger. freshman I Ed. I. reported that 
her wallet containing $5 50 was taken 
from her purse when she lefi her room 
unlocked 
Three bicycles were reported stolen 
Barbara Akers. freshman i Ed. i. 
reported her 10-speed Schwinn 
Continental, valued al $135. was taken 
from MacDonald West A Schwinn 
Tandem owned by Penny Porter, sopho- 
more i Ed i. was reported missing from 
MacDonald Easl The bike was valued 
at$130 
Brand Closen. freshman <A&S>. 
reported a Huffy 10-speed valued at $60 
was taken irom Uttenhauer West None 
of the three bicycles were registered 
with Campus Safety 
Grants 
Dr Gary R. Hess, chairman ol the 
history department, has received two 
grants to cover travel expenses while he 
researches a book on I'nited States 
involvement in lndo-China 
The I'niversity s Faculty Leaves and 
Research Committee and the Harry S 
Truman Library Institute will support 
his research this summer at the Truman 
Library in Independence. Missouri 
Dr. Hess also plans to interview 
former   diplomats   to   gain   a   better 
understanding of the entire southeast 
Asia area 
Dr. Hess recently participated in the 
Conference on war and peace at 
Bloomsburg (Pa ) State College, and the 
Golden Jubilee celebration at Eastern 
Illinois University. 
He also wrote ' The Iranian Crisis of 
1945-46 and the Cold War.; an article 
which appeared in a recent issue of the 
Political Science Quarterly 
History lecture 
Dr Richard King, professor of history 
at the I'niversity of Maryland and 
Federal City College. Washington DC. 
will speak at 8 p.m tonight on "W. J 
Cash. William Faulkner and Southern 
Historical Consciousness " 
The lecture, sponsored by the history 
forum, will be in 70. Overman Hall. 
Scholarship 
A $5,000 corpus has been donated lo 
the University to award an annual Cathy 
McCambridge Memorial Scholarship to 
a freshman music student 
The award was established in memory 
of a music student from Fostoria who 
died last summer in a bicycling 
accident 
Teacher award 
Nominations for the $500 
Distinguished Teaching Awards may 
now be made in 405 Student Services 
Bldg 
Money for the awards is donated by 
the University's Parents Club The 
awards are based on outstanding 
performance in scholarship, advising 
and student rapport 
UAO events 
The Union Activities Office il'AOi 
will not hold a women s bowling 
tournament at 7 p.m today as 
announced in this week's Greensheet 
L'AO's all-campus dance, announced 
for 8 p.m. Friday in the Greensheel. will 
be Fridav. Mav 24 
Aide gets prison term 
WASHINGTON IAPP - 
Another former Nixon aide, 
appointments secretary 
Dwighl L Chapin. was sen- 
tenced to prison yesterday 
He maintained his Innocence 
and expressed continuing 
faith in the President 
I've always told the truth 
when questioned under oath- 
-I'm very proud of that,'' the 
33-year-old Chapin said after 
he was senlenced to serve at 
least 10 months for lying to a 
grand jury "We expect to 
fight this on appeal." 
CHAPIN. together with 
Egil Krogh Jr. who is 
completing a six-month 
term." was a second-level 
White House staffer He 
supervised the planning of 
President  Nixon's trips to 
China and Russia and had 
been a Nixon aide for 10 
years 
CHAPIN was the fifth 
former White House aide to 
be sent lo prison in a list of 
indictments thai now total 
13 Unlike Krogh who 
pleaded guilty in the 
Ellsberg case. Chapin stood 
trial and was convicted by a 
jury of two counts of making 
false statements when he 
was questioned aboul the 
activities of political dirty 
trickster Donald H Segretti 
Although his lawyers 
earlier had asked the judge 
for probation. Chapin made 
no statement and showed no 
emotion when he was given 
concurrent 10-30-month 
sentences Afterward he 
told newsmen the term is 
what he expected 
• 
U.S. District Judge 
Gerhard A Gesell allowed 
Chapin to remain free 
pending appeal but imposed 
the condition that Chapin 
ask for no continuances 
Irom the appeals court. 
Chapin testified that he 
hired Segretti-a Iriend from 
their days at the University 
of Southern California-to 
harass Democratic can- 
didates. The jury convicted 
him of lying whef he told the 
grand jruy he didn't know 
Segretti was distributing 
campaign literature or 
telling him to focus on a 
pariieul.il candidate It 
found him innocent on a 
third count and Gesell 
dismissed a fourth. 
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*** Are you saving the News? *** 
*9^r*&-j?-0-: 
SPRING GLEAN-OUT 
SALE:  BLANK TAPE BY DOZENS 
SALE:  COMPLETE CAR STEREO SALE.  AM/FM,  8-TRACK,  CASSETTE COMBINATIONS 
SALE:  DEMO'S,  SCRATCH & DENTS AND DISCONTINUED GOODS. 
ALL WARRANTIES GUARANTEED AND SERVICED BY SOUND ASSOCIATES 
Sharpe MKI1 Phones 
Regular Price -$60.00 
NOW$22.50 
•>•(• ••••'•■• -. 
Nikko 8080 Receiver 
50w/chan. RMS 




8 New Sherwood S 7300 50W/Chan. RMS 
2 New JVC VR-552124W/Chan. RMS 
1 Demo KR 230015W/Chan. RMS 
6 New Altec 710A32W/Chan. RMS 
MANY OTHER MODELS ON SALE  IN THE STORES 
QUAD RECEIVERS 
Kenwood KR-6340 4X20 w/Chan. RMS 
Sansui QRX-3500 4X20 w/Chan. RMS 
Nikko QSR-4040 4X10 w/Chan. RMS 
Harmon Kardon 504 4X10 w/Chan. RMS 










Garrard Zero 100C w/base fit Cover 
BSR 310 AXE w/base. Dust Cover is Cart. 
Thorens TD160C w/base Et Cover 
PE 3012 w/base & Cover 















Jensen 2-way speaker 
Regular Price    $93 each 





KLH 33 Air Suspension 
Electro-Voice 16 A 3-way system 
Audio Monitor 466 
MANY OTHER MODELS ON SALE  IN THE 








TAPE  DECKS 
6 New Akai 4O00DS Open Reel $299.95 
3 New Teac 355 Cassette Dolby Deck 349.95 
3 New Akai 6XC-40D Cassette 249.95 
1 New JVC RD-T695 Open Reel 249.95 
























PE 3012 Turntable 
Pick. V15/55E Cart. 
EV-14 Loudspeakers 
Regular Price $554.85 
\mm 
wiism 
COLUMBIA 60 MIN. CASSETTES 
Buy two and get a 90 min. FREE 
$9.00 value for $4.15 
MAXELL 84 MIN. 8-TRACK 
Buy two and get 64 min. FREE 
$10.55 value for $5.95 
TDK1800-SD 
Super Low Noise 1800 
$6.25 value for only $3.85 
anS2SB£EK3 
Concord DBS-10 Universal Outboard 
DOLBY Noise Reduction Unit 
Regular Price-$169.95 
NOW JUST $68 
Miracord 50H MKII Automatic Turn- 
table. Complete with base, cover 
and Pickering V15/1150E Magnetic 
Cartridge with diamond stylus. 
Regular Price-$332.85 
NOW JUST $220 
You can hear us everywhere! 
248 South Main Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio (419) 354-4322 
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".hange due to political problems 
mericans favor non-fiction readings 
i 
By Rase Hum* 
MuilN Editor 
.Watergate, the energy 
crisis, inflation, the Middle 
Bast wars and other 
developments of the 1970s 
have led American readers 
to turn from fiction to non- 
flction books, according to 
George Garrett. 
Garrett.   a   Guggenheim 
{ward winner, is at the 
niversity through 
tomorrow for conferences 
with students, a taped panel 
discussion on his award-win- 
ding book and a reading 
The author of "Death of 
the Fox" said readers have 
turned to non-fiction 
because they have "a 
tremendous desire to come 
to terms with what's around 
them " 
He said, however, that 
there is "a tremendous 
number of really fine fiction 
writers" in the United 
States 
GARRETT    SAID    he 
intended "Death of a Fox 
as a non-fiction book about 
Sir    Walter   Raleigh     He 
worked on  the book  from 
1952  until  it  appeared  as 
historical fiction in 1971. 
Garrett said his research 
on the book included several 
trips to England and 
"reading all I could get." 
He said the training he had 
in traditional research 
methods was of little help in 
collecting information about 
Raleigh 
"When you're doing 
research after a certain 
point, you're not really sure 
what you're looking for," he 
said    "Some   things   work 
out, some don't." 
GARRETT SAID he has 
had a life-long interest in 
Raleigh and the Elizabethan 
era. 
"Lots of historical fiction 
is based on its relevence to 
our own times." be said. He 
added that the Elizabethan 
era is different from the 
1970s and he does not 
consider the era of much 
relevance to present-day 
America. 
A resident of Florida, 
Garrett said the South "has 
Co-ed gym dosses to increase 
The days ol segregated 
sweating in University gym 
courses may be over. 
Beginning next year, the 
department of health and 
physical education IHPEI 
will offer "a radically 
different system" of co-ed 
physical education classes, 
according to Dr. Samuel 
Cooper, chairman of the 
department. 
Hi Cooper said about 75 
per cent of basic physical 
education courses will be 
offered to both men and 
women, including golf, 
tennis, scuba, bowling, 
volleyball and possibly a 
modified form of hockey. 
"THIS IS BEING done in 
sports where it's feasible for 
men and women to 
compete." Dr. Cooper said, 
adding that there would be 
no body contact sports 
offered on a co-ed basis 
"I think we are responding 
to a trend." he said. "We 
think the social restrictions 
in sports are being 
obliterated. In other words, 
why can't men and women 
play handball together?" 
Dr. Cooper said 
segregated courses will still 
be offered. 
"Providing we keep that 
safeguard, we think it's 
going to be more 
appealing,   he said. 
Hi Cooper added that 
courses for HPE and 
physical    education    and 
recreation majors will still 
be mostly segregated. 
He said the planning for 
the system was done by 
Amy Torgerson, acting 
chairwoman of the physical 
education and recreation 
program, Beverly Zanger. 
assistant professor of PER. 
and Bruce Bellard. 
professor of HPE 
BELLARD AND Zanger 
are supervisors of the co-ed 
courses. Dr. Cooper said. 
Dr. Cooper said the new 
system will allow more 
efficient use of available 
teaching talent by allowing 
the best teacher to instruct 
the course despite his or her 
sex. 
He also said he hopes the 
system will stimulate upper- 
classmen to take courses for 
enjoyment in addition to 
those required, but he added 
that he hopes the classes 
maintain a high level of skill 
instruction 
"We don't want them 
turning into a picnic." Dr. 
Cooper said. 
Torgerson said she hopes 
the new system will make it 
easier for students to 
schedule physical education 
classes. 
She added that she didn't 
think there will be any 
problems next year. 
"We've been having co-ed 
classes consistently for 
some time, "shesaid. 
; 
GOOD COURSES FALL 1974 
These Philosophy courses are designed for 
students with serious special interests 
— no prerequisites, i 
Phil. 340A Philosophy of Film (Littlefield 3-5 MW) 
The film is one of the most exciting and innovative art forms today. Many people think that the potential of the film has hardly 
been tapped In this course, we are gang to be viewing films, reading about films, and perhaps even making a film. Recently, 
many philosophers have published writings on the film, and most of our reading will be of these new studies. No pre- 
requisites; everyone welcome 
340B Philosophy & Utopias (Kauber 5:30-7:30 MW) 
Once men recognize that their physical, social, and political environment is a major determinant in whether or not they lead 
the good life, and once these same men come to question the capability of the status quo to minister to that good life, 
Utopian thought is born. Utopian thought yields practical and not-so-practical alternatives and reveals some men's concep- 
tions of the nature of man We will concentrate on the latter, the philosophic aspect, but we will utilize works some of which 
have very practical bearings indeed This is not a course in gardening, but it may well lead to to conclude that gardening is 
worth pursuing There are no prerequisites and everyone is welcome. 
Phil. 325 Communism, Fascism & Democracy (Katzner 1 MTW, 12 F) 
An examination of concepts such as alienation, freedom, ihe state, human nature, etc., as they function in Communism 
(Marxism). Fascism, and Democracy 
Phil. 331 Existentialism (Attig 5:30-7:30 TR) 
This course will consist of an exploration of diverse views on the human significance of the claim that man is "condemned to 
be free" The existentialists' primary concern is the drama of human choice, or what it is to be an autonomous human being in 
the face of crises relating to a breakdown of religious faith and the encroachment of mass society. There are no pre- 
requisites and everyone is welcome 
Phil. 333 Philosophy in Science Fiction (Miller 7:30-9:30 TR) 
Using science fiction in literature and film as its point of departure, the course will probe a number of philosophical issues: 
What is the proper relationship of the individual to the State? Is the State really necessary? To an increasing extent the work- 
ings of the human brain can be duplicated by computers What does this imply' Could machines ever become "human?" Are 
men really just fleshy machines? Finally, what is the nature of time and is time-travel, as depicted in science fiction, really 
possible? No prerequisites; everyone welcome. 
Phil. 334 Philosophy in Literature (Cormier 11 MTRF) 
An examination of philosophic issues in the literary works of Camus, Sartre, Beckett, Kafka and Dostoyevsky. One of the 
maior themes to be examined is that of nihilism and the manner in which these authors go beyond that point of view. There 
are no prerequisites and everyone is welcome. 
Phil. 303 Symbolic Logic (Facione 9 TWRF) 
Introduction to the notation and proof procedures used by modern logicians to deal with special problems beyond the com- 
petence of traditional logic. Topics include propositional calculus, truth-tables, predecate calculus, translations into logical 
notation, natural deduction, and the nature and kinds of logical proofs. Recommended for mathematics, computer science, 
prelaw, science, and philosophy majors. 
Phil. 310 History of Ancient Philosophy (Miller 12 MTWR) 
The emphasis will be on Greek ethical, social, and political views The Greeks wrestled with fundamental questions: What are 
the relative merits of different lifestyles? How crucial is society to your personal fulfillment? Why should you obey the dic- 
tates of the State? The Greeks also had important things to say about concrete issues that we still have to face, such as 
sexual equality, alternatives to the traditional family, civil disobedience and revolution. 
Phil. 31.3 Contemporary Philosophy - (Robins 3 MWR, 2F) 
Survey of Western philosophy since 1900, with an emphasis on analysis, phenomenology, existentialism, and the major 
philosophers in each school. 
Phil. 317 Philosophy of Religion (Scherer 10 MTRF) 
In order to understand what religion is, we survey the world's classical religions attempting to understand each from the point 
of view of its adherents. The future of religion in a changed and changing work) then becomes the focus of discussion. A uni- 
fied framework for understanding religious concerns is developed. Within that framework the student is encouraged to study 
a variety of such concerns, some of his own choosing. 
never been a bad place to be 
a writer. 
"It Is congenial to writers, 
but there's not much of an 
audience." he said. 
GARRETT considers 
William Faulkner a great 
author, but says Faulkner is 
more conventional than 
some readers think. 
"He was very much in the 
tradition of writers before 
him," he said. "Technically, 
he's a real help to young 
writers." 
Garrett said, however, 
that some Southern writers 
find Faulkner's influence 
"something to shake oil 
Garrett. who has been 
writing since the early 
1950s,  said   World  War  II 
was a major influence 
behind books written at that 
time. 
'THERE WAS a tre- 
mendous burst of activity," 
he said "People did what 
they wanted to do. They 
were more willing to take 
risks for writing." 
Garrett said movies have 
had an influence on story 
structure of the 1970s. 
"They (writers) think in 
terms close to the way 
movies are put together." 
he said. 
A taped presentation of a 
panel discussion on "Death 
of the Fox" will be aired on 
closed circuit television at 2 
p.m. tomorrow. Garrett will 
present a reading at 8 p.m. 
tomorrow in 220 Math- 
Sciences Bldg. Oeorga Garretl 
Upward Bound bridges gaps 
By Donnell White 
"To bring and expose high 
school students to the 
college atmosphere is one of 
the main objectives of the 
Upward Bound program," 
according to Mark Dennis, 
assistant director of Upward 
Bound. 
The typical Upward Bound 
program is offered by' an 
educational institution 
combining secondary school 
and college teachers as 
faculty. 
It makes use of the 
physical facilities of a 
college campus for the 
students and utilizes the 
experience and energies of 
college students as teachers 
Dennis said that during 
the academic year the 
University's Upward Bound 
program is staffed by three 
full-time and three part- 
time teachers, a varying 
number of student tutors 
and two coordinators. 
MOST UPWARD Bound 
students reside on university 
and    secondary    school 
campuses for six to eight 
weeks during the summer. 
Throughout the academic 
year tutorial sessions are 
held during the week for 
high school students who 
visit the host institution on 
Saturdays for counseling in 
cultural and recreational 
activities 
Dennis said there are 
approximately 75 students in 
the program from six area 
high schools: Gibsonberg. 
Toledo Libbey. Toledo Scott. 
Lima Central Catholic. 
Fostoria and Lima Senior 
high schools. 
Dennis explained. "The 
program does not recruit 
students It is open to 
anyone who wishes to 
participate " 
Approximately 30 of the 
students who are seniors in 
high school will become part 
of Upward Bound's 
"Bridge'' group this 
summer, he said 
This group consists of 
students who have 
graduated from high school 
and need an extra quarter to 
bridge the gap between high 
school and college. 
These students are 
enrolled in summer quarter 
classes and are provided 
fees, plus counseling and 
tutoring. 
DENNIS said. "Though 
the Upward Bound program 
operates separately, when 
combined with the Special 
Services program on 
campus it creates the Trio 
Program. 
"Special Services was 
nationally designed to assist 
students throughout their 
college careers Here at 
BGSU it is financially able 
to assist students only 
through their first year." 
said Dennis. 
The Talent Search 
program, which is the third 
part of the Trio program, 
has not yet been established 
on campus 
It recruits highly 
motivated students with 
exceptionally       good 
academic backgrounds 
Dennis said the program 
lacks the versitility of 
Upward Bound and Special 
Services He added that 
there have been no 
applicants for Talent Search 
at the University 
Academic aid is provided 
the students from Upward 
Bound according to their 
need as analyzed by the 
American College Testing 
(ACT I Family Financial 
Statement 
"The effectiveness of 
Upward Bound can be seen 
by the fact that we have 
successfully assisted 
students in college who were 
thought by many to be 
unable to cope with the 
academic and social 
transition.' Dennis said 
The matriculation rate for 
Upward Bound students is 
about the same as the 
national average for all 
college going students - 
approximately 50 per cent. 
Plutonium leak tested 
for radiation problems 
M1AMISBURG. Ohio (APi - Atomic Energy Commission 
IAECI scientists anticipate testing for the next few months 
before deciding what to do with radioactive plutonium which 
leaked from its factory here into a nearby canal 
A spokesman for the Mound Laboratory, operated by the 
Monsanto Research Corp for the AEC. said scientists 
discovered the radioactive deposits in sediment underwater 
in the old Erie Canal during routine surveillance about two 
weeks ago. 
He said the lab withheld the discovery until it had tested 
some of the material from the waterway. It will be another 
two months before a decision is made whether to remove 
the plutonium-238, one of the most poisonous metals known, 
he said. 
A spokeswoman for the Ohio Environmental Protection 
Agency said recent samples at a monitoring station 
downstream from the lab revealed no problems with 
radioaction. - 
"THERE have been no abnormal levels of radioactivity 
detected in the air. water or vegetation about the laboratory 
site." the AEC said in a statement in Washington. 
"Based on preliminary samples, the plutonium presents 
no health problems because it has been found in the 
sediments under water." the AEC said. 
' 'Our commitment is to protect the people who live here, 
said  Richard K   Filtcraft. director of the Miamisburg 
laboratory, located inside the city limits of this Dayton 
suburb of 15,000 
"For this reason, radioactivity, even though at a low level 
as it now appears to be, is something we will investigate 
thoroughly." he said 
"We have no idea how the plutonium leaked out of the 
factory into the mud." an AEC spokesman in Washington 
said. 
FREE! 
• 2 dinners at "THE COVE" 
• 2 reserve seats for Homecoming Game, Nov. 2 
• 2 tickets for the Homecoming Concert 
• and a significant prize donated by the 
Alumni Association 
Just think of a "Homecoming Slogan" to convey our 20's—30's theme. Slogans will be 
ludged by the Spirits and Traditions Board. All entries must be returned to 405 Student Ser- 
vices Building by Timday, May 21 





COME OUT TONIGHT 
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Hypnotist proves sixth sense 
Spring 
sketches 
Spring weather prompts en* of th« art itudenti to movt 
ovttkU. Fred Fauhmar, sophomore (AetS), does hit drawings 
on th* lawn. (Nowsphoto by Joo W. Darwal) 
The mind, under certain 
circumstances, can go 
beyond the five senses." 
John Kolisch, hypnotist and 
mentalist said Tuesday 
night as he demonstrated 
the power of his "sixth 
sense" to an audience of 
about 95 people 
After covering his eyes 
with two silver dollars, 
seven pieces of surgical tape 
and a blindfold, the 
mentalist was able to 
identify unknown objects 
gathered from the audience 
He also collected written 
questions about the future 
from the audience. While 
still blindfolded, he 
attempted to identify the 
person, the actual question 
and predict the answer by 
rubbing the paper on his 
head and crumpling it in his 
hands 
"I'm not trying to prove 
that I'm always right." he 
said several times during 
the 3li hour show 
He wasn't always right, 
but when attempting to 
identify objects or duplicate 
designs or writing he was 
right almost 75 per cent of 
the time. 
While answering the audi- 
ences' written questions he 
identified Wallace DePue. 
associate professor of 
music, as an author who had 
recently     written     and 
Heavy duty locks, registration 
suggested to curb bike thefts 
By Marcla Cwlk 
Staff Reporter 
With the great number o! 
bicycle thefts taking place 
this quarter, what is 
Campus Safety doing to 
combat them" 
Although no arrests ha\r 
been made in connection 
with the thefts in the last 
two months. Sgt John 
Gleason said Campus Safety 
is doing everything possible 
to catch the thieves. 
Police are patrolling in 
cars and on foot especially 
watching bike racks. It they 
see a car with a bike in it. 
they   stop   it  to check  for 
proot of ownership, he said 
He said the number of 
bicycles stolen smns 
greater this year, but there 
are also a greater number ol 
bikes on campus, which 
makes them 'much easier 
to obtain and steal 
GLEASON SAID 10 
speed models are being 
stolen the most He 
attributes this to the small 
locks used on them 
Someone with a $i:iu bike 
will buy a $2 lock that you 
can pull apart with your 
hinds," he said 
(jleason said he assumes 
that    most   oi   the   stolen 
bicycles are being sold, 
since there is "a ready 
market" for them 
To help light the number 
of bicycles being stolen. 
Gleason recommends using 
heavy duty locks and 
registering them with 
Campus Safety, which he 
said   helps tremendously " 
A record of serial 
numbers and license plates 
can aid them in identilying a 
bicvele if it is lound, he said 
"IF THEY license it with 
us. we can go right to that." 
he said 
To register a bicycle, the 
type and serial number must 
be known If the bicycle does 
not have a serial number, 
one will be engraved on the 
frame 
The license is $1, and a 
permanent record of the 
bicycle is kept Gleason said 
that although Campus 
Safety was out of licenses 
fall quarter, they are In 
stock now 
published a work "Perhaps 
an opera or musical," he 
added 
DePue'sopera Dr Jekyll 
and Mr Hyde" premiered 
here three weeks ago. 
With others he was not as 
successful, but he explained 
that the communication had 
to be properly initiated in 
the mind of the sender for 
him to receive a signal 
After demonstrating his 
powers as a mentalist. 
Kolisch tried to prove his 
claim to being "the world's 
fastest hypnotist." by 
hypnotizing nearly all of the 
19 audience volunteers 
within less than a minute. 
PEACH helps 
PEACH is a campus group 
that represents a minority- 
the physically handicapped 
"PEACH offers a chance 
for those who are 
handicapped and those who 
are not to get together," 
said Dr Laura E. Krat/ 
professor of physical edu- 
cation and group advisor 
PEACH, the Physical 
Education Activity Center 
for the Handicapped, 
provides opportunities for 
the handicapped to do things 
they cannot do through other 
channels on campus The 
group also works with 
physically handicapped 
children in the community. 
Members provide social 
outlets for the handicapped 
such as teams and 
swimming sessions 
Dr Kratz said there are at 
least 18 visually handi- 
capped persons on campus 
plus various others who 
have different handicaps. 
Today PEACH is spon 
soring a bike hike and 
picnic Students are to meet 
at 5 45 p.m. in front of 
Hayes Hall to ride to the city 
park, using tandem bikes for 
those visually handicapped 
The event is open to the 
public and costs 25 cents. 
The PEACH office is in 
204 Hayes Hall. 372-0102. 









JOHN PIERS0L - JOHN 
DEAL CONDUCTORS 
FREE - OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
STILL LOOKING FOR 
A PLACE TO LIVE 
THIS SUMMER & FALL 
IF SO, STOP OUT TO CHERRY 
HILL VILLAGE AND SEE WHY WE 
HAVE THE BEST APARTMENTS IN 
TOWN. 
SUMMER LEASE AVAILABLE 
SPECIAL RATES-JUNE 15th 
TO AUG. 30th $300.00 FOR 
COMPLETE APARTMENT. 
"Cablevision Available" 
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED 
APARTMENTS 
853 NAPOLEON RD. 
SUITE 5 
For info call 352-6248 







BARGAIN TABLE ITEMS! 
Remember the street dance Friday 






Court Where Today's Hobbies 






$200 IN CASH PRIZES TO BE AWARDED 
at 
SUNDAE EATING CONTEST 
WEDNESDAY MAY 22, 1974 - 12:30 P.M. 
*"   112 S. MERCER at W00STER 
ENTRY FEE H.00 
(All sundaes eaten during contest are free to contestants) 
OPEN TO BGSU STUDENTS ONLY 
Register and pick-up a copy of the rules at <£|     m today 
"Any person can be hypno- 
tized, but I can only hypno- 
tite people who are 
amenable they must 
believe." he said. 
He explained that 
different people will at 
different times go into 
deeper or lighter levels o( 
sleep or hypnosis 
Although uninhibited, a 
hypnotized person will not 
do anything against bask- 
moral or ethical principles, 
he said. 
He then led the volunteers 
through a series of exercises 
in which they imagined 
themselves sweating on a 
beach, chilled by a cool 
breeze, participating in an 
imaginary ice cream eating 
contest, imitating a 
computer, a coffee per 
colator. a washing machine 
and a softshoe dancer. 
After they awoke, most of 
the volunteers could not 
remember what had 
happened 
"All 1 know is, I went to 
sleep In the back row and got 
up in the front row." said 
Dave McDonnold. freshman 
(A&SI. 
After assuring the 
audience that hypnotism 
was and is an accepted 
anesthesia, Kolisch 
hypnotized himself, pat a 
cigarette out on hi* tongue 
anf dusted his hands In 
burning ashes from the 
cigarette 
Xenia starts long-range plans 
XENIA (API - Xenia city manager Robert 
Stewart says city government in the tornado- 
ravaged city is being reorganized to provide 
strong local control over rebuilding 
Stewart said the reorganization will 
include establishing a city department of 
development to keep track of and direct the 
rebuilding. 
He said the city is looking for someone to 
head this department now 
Meanwhile, the deputy coordinator in the 
area for the Federal Disaster Assistance 
Administration says recovery efforts are 
shifting to long range programs. 
NORMAN STEINLAUF said the emphasis 
is turning from temporary housing to home 
and business loans. 
He said the Small Business Administration 
has approved disaster loans for more than $1 
million, and has received applications for 288 
personal and property loans and 17 business 
loans 
The US Army Corps of Engineers said a 
June 1 deadline has been set for debris 
removal, with 90 per cent of the wort 
contracted to private haulers 
Sleinlauf said for long-range recovery, the 
city needs community renewal in the 
downtown area and economic development 
assistance 
HE ESTIMATED that federal assistance 
will exceed SIS million including funds for 
rebuilding Central State University. 
Stewart said the city is looking for a 
commitment from the federal government 
that federal rebuilding funds will be 
available 
He said that since so much of the city's tax 
base was wiped out. the city would be hart 
pressed to provide matching funds, aid 
needs straight grants from the u5. 
Department of Housing and Urban 
Development iHUDl. 
The city already has received some 
planning money from HUD. 
CINEMA I NOW PLAYING! 
Evenings 7:30 & 9:30 
CINEMA  II 







EVE. 7:20 & 9:30 
All Seats $3.00 
HURRY! HURRY! 
MUST END SOON 
2 ACADEMY AWARDS! 
Sleep 
iPG;~-~'~"if 
A JACK ROLLINS   CHARLES M Xf Ff 
PflOOOCIION 
      Mtl     ■   i      MA I 
,'iAii BRCKMAN .-.        > AntN 
Untied Arfwls 
—W|   <<m Wi.r* BIOI Q 
MIDNIGHT MOVIE! 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS! 
FEATURING SOME OF THE STARS OF 
"DEEP THROAT" & "THE DEVIL AND MISS JONES" 
HILARIOUSLY OUTRAGEOUS!! 
ALL SEATS $2.00 
Tickets on 
Sale at 11:30 
see 
no evil! 











TO FUN LOVERS OVER 
EASTMAN 
COLOR 
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Integrating variety of humor 
Students direct one-act plays 
Preview by 
Ltada Tapbora 
Four undergraduates are 
directing the Spring One-Act 
plays, which are a variety oi 
comedies ranging from pure 
entertainment to high-brow 
humor 
Jeanne Blum, senior 
(Ed), is director o( the 
opening play, "Bea, Frank, 
Richie and Joan." Written 
by Joseph Bologna and 
Renee Taylor, it was taken 
from the book. "Lovers and 
Other Strangers." 
The story is about a 
mother, father, son and 
daughter-in-law and depicts 
the differences in genera- 
tions. Blum said 
"It screams of New York 
comedy It's not far from a 
Jewish 'All In The Fam- 
ily.' " Blum added 
Even though the play 
centers on the younger 
couple's decision to get a 
divorce. Blum said the play 
is not a downer 
"LIFE goes on. things 
work out.  it's a slice of life, 
that's exactly what it is," 
Blum said 
Jeff Tuneberg, senior 
(Ed.), is directing the 
second play, "Noon." The 
play, written by Terrence 
McNally, was taken from 
the book. "Morning, Noon 
and Night" which is a series 
written by three different 
authors. 
Tuneberg said he chose 
the play because it was a 
modern comedy and had 
strong character develop- 
ment. 
Four of the characters put 
personal ads in a newspaper 
asking for a person to fulfill 
their sexual desires, while a 
fifth person had answered 
an ad placed by "Dale." 
Dale answered the four ads, 
asking them to meet him at 
the same apartment, at the 
same time. 
A virgin, a gay, a nym- 
phomaniac and two sadists 
meet, thinking that one of 
the others Is Dale, but the 
real Dale never shows up. 
THE     CHARACTERS 
spend most of their time in 
their underwear, trying to 
figure out who Dale is. 
"Saroyan Circus" is a col- 
lection of seven excerpts 
from the Saroyan show, 
"Making Money and 19 
Other Very Short Plays " 
"The show is very 
physical and moves very 
quickly. It's blatantly 
theatrical." said' director 
Patty Bailey, senior (B.A.). 
The characters are done in 
mime face and wear tights 
and all actors play a number 
of roles, Bailey said. 
She said the play is pure 
entertainment and is 
atypical because it has no 
central plot and no morals to 
teach. 
"It's more a spectical 
than it is a conventional 
play." Bailey added. 
The last play is "The 
Tiger," written by Murray 
Schisgal and directed by 
Teresa Beckers, senior 
(AM). 
THE STORY is about an 
Intelligent middle-aged man 
who dropped out of society 
because it rejected him. 
He kidnaps a young 
woman and makes her listen 
to his problems and his 
analysis of what is wrong 
with the world. The two 
become compatible as the 
play ends. 
Beckers said she chose the 
play because she laughed all 
the way through it. 
Dr. Norman J Myers, co- 
ordinator of the program 
said, "We like to provide as 
much opportunity as 
possible for students to 
produce, direct and get 
theatre experience." 
"Except for my 
overseeing, it's entirely a 
student-done operation," 
Dr Myers said 
The Spring One-Acts will 
be presented tomorrow at 8 
p.m. in Joe E. Brown 
Theatre Admission is free. 
tv highlights 
TONIGHT 
4 p.m. "But Not for Me" with Clark 
Gable. Channel 11. 
9 p.m. Bachelors 4--four comedy 
pilots about single men. Channel 11. 
TOMORROW 
8 p.m. Bushmen of the Kalahari- 
National Geographic Special. Channel 
24. 
11:30 p.m. Elton John-Bernie Taupin 
Documentary. Channel 24. 
SATURDAY 
4:30 p.m. NBA all-stars vs. ABA all- 
stars Channel 24. 
5 p.m. The Preakness. Channel 11. 
SUNDAY 
9 p.m. Alvin Toffler's best-selling 
book, FUTURE SHOCK, is the 
subject of a documentary. Channel SO. 
11:30 p.m. "Joan of Arc" with Ingrid 
with 
Bergman. Channel 11. 
MONDAY 
9 p.m.     "The  Executioner" 
George Peppard. Channel 24. 
11:30 p.m.   Clark Gable and Yvonne 
DeCarlo   in   "Band   of   Angels." 
Channel 11. 
TUESDAY 
8:30 p.m.   "I Love You   Goodbye'- 
one  woman's attempt at her own 
liberation. Channel 24. 
11:30 p.m.  Johnny Carson hosts Bob 
Hope,   Michael   Landon,   and   Burt 
Reynolds Channel 13. 
WEDNESDAY 
4:30 p.m.   "Godzilla vs. the Thing." 
Channel 7. 
11:30 p.m.   Candid Camera: A 25th 
Anniversary Salute. Channel 24. 
I 
■ 
Firms using propaganda? 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Dr 
Ira L. Whitman, director of 
the Ohio Environmental 
Protection Agency, told a 
Senate subcommittee in 
Washington yesterday that 
governmental officials face 
a concentrated propaganda 
attack from industries 
affected    by    the    federal 
Clean Air Act. 
"You have possibly all 
seen the recent ads in 
national publications...by 
the American Electric 
Power System on sulfur 
oxide air pollution, the 
present coal situation and 
the need for changes in the 
Clean  Air  Act,"   Whitman 
told the Senate Subcom- 
mittee's Oversight 
Hearings 
He said, "It is no coin- 
cidence that these ads 
appear at a time when 
hearings of national signi- 
ficance are being held in 
Ohio" 
Speech class presents plays 
Mime Saroyan   Circus"   is   on*   of   four   On«   Act   Mays   being 
performed tonight in Jo« E. Brown Theatre. Curtain i> at 8 
timB Pm-   w"r"   "*•   9«n«'ol   ••O'ing.   °P»n   ••   •"•   publk. 
(Newiphoto by Diane Anderson) 
Dr. John S. Scott, asso- 
ciate professor of speech, 
gave students in his Speech 
350 class, Drama of Racial 
Conflict, the option to 
perform black theater this 
quarter rather than 
research it. 
Toledo hosts Marlene Dietrich 
The social and theater 
event of the year may take 
place May 24 when Marlene 
Dietrich, star of the 1930s. 
appears at the Masonic 
Auditorium in Toledo. 
Dietrich's solo cabaret act 
has won rave reviews in Los 
Angeles and Washington. 
Her performance in 
Toledo will be highlighted by 
a   26-piece   orchestra   and 
LASALLE*S 
TOLEDO, BOWLING GREEN, FINDLAY, 
TIFFIN AND SANDUSKY, OHIO 
musical arrangements by 
Burt Bacharach 
Preceding the 8:30 per- 
formance will be a special 
champagne reception for 
those attending. Among the 
hosts will be Dr and Mrs 
Hollis A. Moore, Jr. 
Tickets       for       the 
performance are 15.50. $7.50 
and 19.50. They are available 
at the Masonic Auditorium 
box office. Central Travel 
and Ticket, Grlnnell's 
Westgate and Woodville 
Mall and Toledo Sports 
Arena. Information can be 
obtained by calling 8930721. 
The class is performing 
two one-act plays by the 
contemporary black 
playwright. Ed Bullins: 
Edward Hill, doctoral 
student in theater, is 
directing. 
Bullins is the resident 
playwright at the American 
Place Theatre in New York 
and author of the black plays 
"Clara's Old Man." "Goin 
To Buffalo," and The 
Duplex." 
The class will present 
"How Do You Do?" in which 
the farcical characters take 
on alien identities of white 
persons. 
"The play is not serious in 
form and context but makes 
pertinent comments to and 
about   black  people."   Hill 
said 
THE SECOND play. 
"Death List," centers on the 
intense dialogue between 
two persons wrapped up in 
the black liberation move- 
ment 
"If I had to put a label on 
it, I would call it revolu- 
tionary drama," Hill said 
The    actors    will    wear 
costumes of black, green 
and red, the colors of the 
Black Nationalist flag 
Hill said the characters 
are non-entities and the play 
is a combination of dram- 
atizations and readings 
This is the first time a 
play has come out of the 
Speech 350 class and it is 
being backed by the Theater 
Department and the MoJo 
Theatre 
'MoJo Theatre is; 
designed to provide and 
bring black arts to the 
community, particularly in 
the area of theater." ac- 
cording to the faculty 
advisor. Dr Scott. 
The show, titled "An 
Evening of Plays by Ed 
Bullins." will be presented 
tomorrow and Saturday at 
8 p.m. in 405 University 
Hall Admission is free 
Freaky glitter rock stars 




let you add, subtract, 
multiply, divide and graduate 
accurate 
nswers in mere 
seconds 
69.95 
Easy to operate. Chain or constant; 
Ml-flooting decimal  AC adopter/charger to re- 
charge built-in batteries or operate from wall outlet. 
i 
Sanitary Dry Cleaners 
DON'T TAKE YOUR WINTER CLOTHES HOME 
Store them with us over the summer only $2.95 plus 
cleaning charges. Pay nothing till Fall. Everything stored on 
wooden hangers in our air conditioned vault. Everything in- 
sured of course. 
Quick Clean 
across from Harshman 
353-4494 
•^^•••••••••••••••••••••^ 
\ UAO WANTS YOU TO WIN I 
*50 Additional FIRST frias PRIZE       M J20 3rd $10 
simple 
math or complex 
equations 
89.95 
Entra functions! Square roots, recip- 
rocals, scientific notation, etc. Fa!t*recharge 
long-life NiCad batteries AC adopter/charger 
Texas Instruments calculator! carry one year 
warranty an defective parts or workmanship 
Pay in convenient monthly payments on our Homo flan 
Call your nearest lasalU's or UN coupon! 
'7A!Mi7s7foilDo761ub73o5r" 
Please send Texas Instruments calculators: 
OKN TO FAC/STAFF* STUDENTS 











Glitter rock is here to 
stay, whether you like it or 
not. Glitter rock, is the 
music performed by artists 
whose sexual persuasions 
aren't exactly those of the 
social norm. Lou Reed. Rod 
Stewart, Rexy Music, and 
Belie Midler fit into this 
mold, appearing freaky, but 
producing some of the best 
rock music around today. 
The newest group to 
garner a lot of attention is 
The New York Dolls, whose 
first album provoked the 
critics to call the Dolls last 
year's worst group, but also 
the best new group of 1974. 
Their second album. "Too 
Much, Too Soon" 
(Mercury), is a collection of 
original tunes and old 
rockers. The album's 
current single is "Stranded 
in the Jungle.'' a fun tune 
originally done by the Crests 
in 1956 It was a weird song 
then with a cinematic 
approach unique for its 
time. The Dolls do a good 
version of it. with more 
punch, if not humor The 
album also contains oldies 
from the Coasters I "Bad 
Detective") and Sonny Boy 
Williamsons "Don't Start 
Me Talking " 
"Too Much, Too Soon" has 
a new producer. Shadow 
Morton, who at one time 
worked with the Shangri-Las 
and Vanilla Fudge. The 
vocals come out more than 
the first album which Todd 
Rundgren produced. 
They look better, too. Not 
like the mannequins they 
were last year, the 1974 New 
York Dolls almost resemble 
human beings. 
THE NEW YORK Dolls 
seem to be America's 
answer to David Bowie and 
his group, which features 
guitarist Mick Ronson. who 
has come up with his first 
■A"A"A"fc"A"A"A"fc"A"Arfc")fc"A' A^AAAAAA A"A" AA 
Quantity Price 
Total price  
Name  
Addreu  
CMy State Zip  
( (Charge       (  ) Amount Enclosed       (  )COO 
ONe raudanta odd 4'i\ Sales la. 50 handling cho.g. anCOO orders. 
Weekend Special 
THIS STYLE BRA 
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 
Vi PRICE 
Crepelon Contour Bra 
Asst. Colors • 32-38 ABC 
REG. '5.50 
Weekend Special $275 
The Powder Puff 






MUSIC COMPOSITION AND 
HISTORY DEPT. 
NEW COURSES 
FOR FALL 1974 
210 MUSIC IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION 
MEDIEVAL, RENAISSANCE, BAROQUE (3) 
421 MASTERPIECES OF MUSIC 
BAROQUE • COMPOSERS: CORELLI. 
VIVALD, J.S. BACH, HANDEL (3) 
ABOVE COURSES OPEN TO ANY NON MUSIC 
MAJOR WITHOUT PREREQUISITE 
424 ELECTRONIC MUSIC (3) 
WORK IN THE UNIVERSITY'S 
ELECTRONIC MUSIC STUDIO. 
OPEN TO ANY UNIVERSITY STUDENT 
WITHOUT PREREQUISITE 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 372-2722 
solo album. "Slaughter on 
Tenth Avenue' <RCA>. Of 
course, the instrumental 
title shows Ronson's worth 
This was probably difficult, 
doing a traditional orches- 
trated jazz tune with a four- 
man group, but it comes off 
well Ronson's arrangement 
sticks close to the original. 
Ronson varies his music *'' 
on the album, starting with a £ 
straight rendition of Elvis' , • 
"Love Me Tender." B 
Everyone expected Ronson^; 
to turn it into an uptempo.;;' 
boogie tune, but instead it is '.■ 
slow, almost stagnant in 5 
parts, like the original. '•', 
Ronson even does a Presley •; 
vocal imitation. 
RONSON'S "main man,"; 
David Bowie, doesn't appear''. 
on the album, but does;* 
contribute a couple of tunes ;• 
for the record, including;.' 
"Growing Up and I'm.; 
Fine." This one is a pleasant:' 
bit of nonsense, which isn't^ 
worth remembering, but''' 
does give a chance for the - 
back-up (Anysley Dunbar on j 
drums. Trevor Bolder on • 
bass and horns, and Mike . 
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Sm. Thru Wed 
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Daytime duties differ for patrolman 
Editor's iolc: This Ii tkc 
Uil of t two-part scries on 
Campis Safety. This article 
focuses oa Campas Safety's 
daytime (unction 
Campus Safety by day and 
Campus Safety by night; it's 
different as. well, day and 
night 
During the day Campus 
Safety performs more 
service functions than at 
night when it is basically a 
law enforcement agency. 
Last Thursday Campus 
Safety Sgt John Gleason 
was assigned to patrol 
campus   in   an   unmarked 
patrol car, but was often 
called back to he campus 
police station to accept 
complaints. 
WHEN HE did perform 
his duty on the road it was 
usually to help someone. 
"During the day is when 
most of the complaints 
come in. Gleason said. 
This means a tremendous 
amount of paperwork." 
Gleason said the most 
common complaints are 
theft reports. 
"Many thefts occur during 
the night, and they are 
either not discovered or not 
Newstory by 
Carl P. Remensky 
| 
Newsphotos by 
Joseph W. Darwal 
ft 
f 1 ri M 11 'lDOBb ' 
 ,—-• 
[ i 
reported until the next day, 
which is more convenient 
for the victim," he said. 
He said it is easy for 
people to get the Impression 
that Campus Safety Is 
mainly concerned with 
traffic, but explained the 
most important part of 
Campus Safety's job is to 
investigate criminal 
reports. 
"If people don't report 
things (criminal incidents) 
they are making our job 100 
times harder," he added. 
DURING A four hour 
period that afternoon. 
Gleason returned to the 
Campus Safety station to 
take several complaints, 
help push three cars off the 
road and check cars for 
stolen bikes. 
Gleason has been with 
Campus Safety for more 
than three years. A graduate 
of Owens Technical College. 
Gleason is continuing his 
education at the University, 
majoring in sociology. 
"I feel I can relate to 
student problems better 
from being in classes," he 
said. 
Gleason said the Campus 
Safety function has changed 
AF ROTC SPRING PICNIC 
SUNDAY MAY 19th 10:30 a.m.-? 
HOT DOGS, CHIPS, POP, FREE 
BRING A BALL, GLOVE, FRISBEE... 
...WHATEVER TURNS YOU ON! 
BOWLING GREEN CITY PARK 
GET INVOLVED 
SIGN UP FOR 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
BOARDS AND COMMITTEES 
405 STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
STUDENT SERVICES BLDG. 
FRIDAY, LAST DAY 
««vw«*»v»A»vv>rVvvvvvv>*»vv"><vvv 
Spring Is Ready For You, But 
Are You Ready For 
Spring?? 
wwm» 
Monty can help with 
Uni-Perm, to give a look 
that's natural, but gets 
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Thurs., Fri. & Sat 
This Coupon Good 




riday, May 17 & Saturday, May 18j 
Monty's 
Beauty Salon 
131 W. Wooster 
Call 352-2611 for an appointment today! 
************************************** 
YOU NAME IT, 
WE'VE GOT 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES 
Houses & Apartments 
For Rent 
FOR SUMMER & FALL 
FANTASTIC PARTY 
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL, 




CALL ■ 352-9378 
10-5 DAILY 
Your Prescription 
For The Blues. . . 
"IN THE DAIRY QUEEN BLDG." 
BEER/WINE/POP 
BAGELS - MUNCHIES 
FOR EVERY OCCASION 
WEEKEND SPECIALS 








Tike this coupon to ZIP'Z, and whan you do. 
10 cants of your purchan will 90   to KARMA. 
KARMA ii an organization that tvstps paopla 
who are haiilad by drug usa or abuse, confi- 
dentially and for free. 
Offer good only at the Bowling Grean ZIP'Z 
itora. 
from that of guard duty to a 
regular law enforcement 
agency in the past 3 Va years. 
"I think he campus 
community Is better off with 
the change." he said. 
Gleason added that 
Campus Safety now gets 
"phenomenal cooperation" 
from other area law 
enforcement agencies 
because they now 
"recognize us as a 
competent police force." 
GLEASON said Campus 
Safety will have to answer to 
the people if Its 
performance is poor. 
"If the staff doesn't know 
what they're doing, people 
will know pretty quick." he 
said. 
Gleason said his job 
becomes discouraging for 
him when he has to do 
something "he doesn't 
particularly care for." 
"You deal with a lot of 
victims of circumstances, 
juveniles and parents of 
juveniles \ on have to try to 
be careful with them." 
Gleason said. 
"If you don't get personal 
satisfaction from it there's 
no sense in having the job," 
he added. 
- FEATURING - 
Ik* 
Char  Broiled  Steaks  and 
Chops 
Fall Course Family  Din- 
ner 
,               It VARIETIES 
PANCAKES 4 WAFFLES 
Open Tues thru Sat. 7:30-8 
Sundays 7:M-7:M 
^Ks L& L         412 EAST WOOSTER m       BANQUET ROOM 
Bjf|7 





Women's Dress Shoes 
Reg.'15.99-»25.99 
N0WS1200.p* 
Women's Clogs and 
Sport Shoes 
Reg.'14.99-'21.99 
NOW $9°° .pair 
Men's Shoes 
Rtf.«21.95^34J5 
NOW     1 sJ      a pair 
The above footwear has been 
selected from our spring line of the 
following Manufacturer's for women: 
BASS, CONNIE, DUNHAMS, SBICCA, 
LADY DEXTER. 
For Men: WEYENBERG, BASS, 
DEXTER, NUNN BUSH, and HAR- 
BOUR. 
NEW STORE HOURS 
MON. & FRI. - 10-9 
TUES, WED, THUR, SAT. 10-6 
niki's booteru 
11 *-!«> kamar tar — ml   mm ssss/ 
flAU 
P«f* 10/Tha M News, Thursday, Moy 16, 1*74 
Placement interviews opened 
Appointment limes are 
open for interviews with the 
following agencies. Sign-up 
is in the Office of Career 
Planning and Placement. 360 
Student Services Bldg 
MAY 21 
Armour-Dial. Inc Sales 
Representatives. B. M 
Mktg and'or business re- 
lated field 
Columbia High School, 
Cleveland Math 10-12 I Mas- 
ters Degrees Preferred I; 
Ind Arts9-12; Reading 6-10 
MAY 22 
Lion's Department Store- 
Juniors and seniors in art. 
advertising or home 
economics for commercial 
art. design and illustration. 
Bring samples of work. 
Picton-Cavanaugh, Inc - 
Marketing trainees, June 
and August graduates 
East Ohio Gas Co -Jour- 
nalism major for public 
relations work, company 
magazine and reporting 
Secretarial position re- 
quiring two-year secretarial 
administrative  degree  and 
shorthand. Cleveland office. 
MAY 24 
Williamsburg Local 
Schls., Cincinnati area- 
Male preferred for secon- 
dary guidance counselor; 
Secondary reading 
specialist; Secondary Eng- 
lish teacher, combination 
debate and drama coach, 
Elementary sixth grade. 
Israelis foil to stop blow-up; 
school confrontation kills 16 
MAALOT, Israel IAPI • 
Israeli soldiers charged into 
a school in this half-Jewish. 
half-Arab village yesterday 
in what officials described 
as a desperate last minute 
effort tt> stop three Pales- 
tinian guerrillas from 
blowing up about 85 Israeli 
teenagers being held 
hostage 
Sixteen persons were 
officially reported killed and 
another 70 wounded 
Premier Golda Meir 
vowed in an emotional tele- 
vision address that Israel 
• "will do everything in its 
power to chop off the hands 
thai intend to harm a child 
or an adult, in a city or in a 
village " 
IN PAST cases of 
terrorism, the Israelis have 
staged retaliatory attacks 
on guerrilla bases in 
neighboring Arab lands 
Meir s remarks were taken 
as a hint another such attack 
mighl follow this second 
terrorist strike in a little 
over a month inside Israel 
itself 
The three Palestinian 
guerrillas were killed in the 
army assault on the three- 
story school, but it was not 
clear whether they or any 
Israeli soldiers were 
included in the official death 
toll announced by Meir in 
her television address 
AN EXPLOSION went off 
Save   the   News 
Belkin Productions Present: 
FRIDAY MAY 24th 
7:30 P.M. 
MOTT THE H0OPLE 
with their very special 
guest stars 
QUEEN 
TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA 
$5 00 Advance 
$6.00 Oay of Show 
General Admission Tickets Available At 
Toledo Sports Arena. Masonic Auditorium 
Bowling Green — Finders Records 
THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT 
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inside the school and smoke 
poured from its windows as 
the Israeli attack began with 
volleys of gunfire that lasted 
about 10 minutes Some of 
the children jumped from 
second-story windows of the 
building where they had 
been held at gunpoint for 
about 13 hours. 
Meir said some of the 
children listed as wounded 
were hurt when they 
jumped, but others suffered 
gunshot and other wounds. 
The Popular Democratic 
Front, a Maoist-oriented 
Palestinian group that had 
committed no known 
terrorist acts in four years, 
claimed responsibility for 
the seizure of the teenagers 
It said in a communique 
issued in Beirut. Lebanon. 
"The catastrophe has 
happened and Israel alone 
shoulders the respon- 
sibility." 
IT MAINTAINED the Is- 
raelis did not meet guer- 
rillas demands for the 
release of terrorist 
prisoners and that the school 
had been blown up It denied 
an  Israeli  claim  that  the 
guerrillas started the 
shooting that led to the 
Israeli assault. 
The Arabs seized the 
youths, who were here on a 
tour, as they slept in 
sleeping bags shortly before 
dawn and threatened to blow 
them up at 6 p.m -noon 
EDT-unless the Israeli 
government freed 20 ter- 
rorists from prison The 
government agreed to do 
this and an effort was under 
way by the French and 
Romanian ambassadors to 
negotiate the exchange 
Correction 
The President's Advisory 
Committee disbanded four 
University standing 
committees, instead of 
recommending disbanding 
four Student Government 
Association I SG A I 
Committees, as reported in 
yesterday's News. 
The Admissions Policy 
Advisory Committee was 
one of those disbanded. It 
was only recommended that 
the Health Services 
Advisory Committee be 
disbanded 
DEPT. OF GEOLOGY 
NEW COURSES 
FOR FALL, 1974 
S100 THE EARTH AND MAN (4) 
The relations between man and the earth, 
such as geologic hazards, pollution, natural 
resources and evolution. 
205 GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF MAN (4) 
Evolution, classification, distribution, 




BROTHERS OF SAE 
sadly announce that Paddy Murphy 
world-renowned alcoholic, was found 
deceased at 6:05 this morning over 
an empty keg of beer at the Strohs 
brewery. The campus community is 
invited to the viewing of the late 
Paddy, which will take place in the 
SAE House from 7-9 tonight. After 
which his body will be cremated and 
his ashed donated to the Strohs brew- 
ery for fermentation. 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE ANSWH TO WEVI0US PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1  Old Glory. 
5 Sopranos,   for 
example. 
10 Half;   Prefix. 
14 Caesar's cily. 
15 Playwright   LOOK. 
16 Aiian river. 
17 Footnote  term. 
18 Dialer!   ol  a 
region. 
19 Honey:   Prefix. 
20 Place for plane*. 
22 Observe*. 
2\ Cameo   stone. 
25 Net. 
26 Islamic. 
29 Monarch of all 
he surveys. 
33 Camel's hair 
cloth. 





39 Large collars. 
41 Dutch cheese. 
42 Moslem  spiritual 
leader. 
44 Wyoming   range. 
46 Tourist  stopover. 
47 Hebrew.. 
49 Indian  boats. 
51 Gen.  Bradley, 
52 Giant, for one. 
53 Fanny Burney 
heroine. 
56 Innocence. 
60 Shade of  green. 
61 Prepare  to   pray. 
63  Simians. 
H Note. 
65 Outer:  Anal. 
66 Per _ 
c..r.    -i Gen I FwairiCa 
67 Water  bird. 
68 Fully   ripened. 
69 Culmination. 
DOWN 
1 Norse   goddess: 
Var. 
2 City  in   Italy. 
3 U.S. 




7 Number   on   a 
sundial. 
R Penance. 
9 Man from  Pago 
Pago. 
10 Rule. 




21  DilUeed. 
23 Thrice:    Prefix. 
26 Cover*. 
27 Weil Indian 
lorcery. 
28 Holy:   ft. 
29 Flutelike 
instruments. 
30 Car accessory. 
31 I.ong-lrggcit 
bird. 
32 Works of 
Charles  Wesley. 
35 Statement. 
38  Dollar:  Slang. 
40 In   a friendly 
way. 
43  Rodolfo'a 
beloved. 
45 Storm   trooper. 
48 Type of cargo 
vessel. 
50 Carson City's 
slate. 
52 Famous golfer. 
53 Craeeful trees. 
54 Prospect. 
55 Lady  Hamilton. 
57 Heroic. 
58 Pour. 
59 Man's name. 
62 Creek  letter. 
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
*>.S^   j     YOU KNOW, fe)lx  'JACKITSFONNY 
I MMOUK PfffHtNTHAYS!- 
: mNM&iAmw 1U&NT 
• Off TO CHIU, 8UT BILL JUST60T 
'. MABWPANPMMP TOSCAPSPAU 
o^„ WHILE BILL L£P fi/S SAft, S£CUR£, 
PULL, MiPtxeaMf eiisTeNcs, 
I CLAWf.D MY WAY UP THf At£X±>, 
KAYAKLP P0WN TUB YAH6TU, PLAYIP 
PRO KU6BY IN IMPS, ANDNCMLY 
piep tout IN A posme TWO/ 
'UWr 
HeY. BUT eNOU6H ABOUT 
Me I HOW ABOUT YOU, JACK t 
WHAT* OL' "MAP JACK" 
SIMPSON POIN" THese 
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CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Thursday. May 16,1»74 
Women's Stale Tennis Tournament will be held all 
day today at the let Arena (ennls courts 
Women's State Golf Tournament will be held all day 
today at the University Golf Course 
The Committee In Support of the United Farm 
Workers will hold a meeting tonight in room 107 
Hayes Hall at 7:00 p.m.      
The Christian Science Organization will hold a tes- 
timonial meeting tonight at 6 30 in Prout Chapel. It is 
open to the public. 
USE A. Ohio Student Education Association, will hold 
iU final meeting of the year tonight at 7 30 p m in the 
Unions River Room. Open to all members and 
Interested education majors 
RIDES 
Need ride to N.J., NY., 
or Penn anytime be- 
tween June 6th and the 
14th Will help pay. Call 
Kathy 2-5466  
LOtT AND FOUND 
Lost: Black rim glasses 
and black leather case in 
vicinity of Campus 
Manor. Call 352-8844. 
Sony cassette recorder 
found in keypunch area 
atMath-Sci Call 1-5356 
Lost a brown wallet (la- 
diesi Contains all of my 
ID pictures, and other 
valuable information. 
Was lost Tuesday. May 7 
somewhere around the 
Administration Huildmg 
If found please return to 
Misla Greene, 218 Harsh- 
man Dunbar, 372-5378 
No questions asked. 
HELP WANTED 
Houseboy wanted for fall 
quarter. Call 371-5401 
Alpha Gamma Delta ac- 
cepting HOUSEBOY 
applications for next 
year. For interview call 
Mafforimw.  
Hostesses, waitresses 
and grill cooks Part- 
time. Call 351-6332 
WANTED  
J to sub-lease apt. 352- 
411.  
13 f. rmmates. summer 
nice apart cheap. 352- 
7475.  
1 or more male 
rmmates. Fall and win- 
ter qtrs Also need rm. or 
apt allowing dogs 352- 
W4    
1 or 1 (or simmer. Own 
room; partly turn, air 
csad. townhouse Rea- 
sossbsa 161-0775 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Will type theses, misc. 
Specialising grad work. 
Exp , accurate. 351-7752 
Real a single-speed tan- 
dem from D.J.'i at 
Dale s Shell, corner of E 
Wooster and Enterprise. 
It's 81.50 per hr . 16 for 3 
hrs . $10 for 5 hrs. Group 
rates available, too! Call 
D.J.'s for more infor- 
mation 352-9157  
NEED TO TALK? DE- 
CISIONS'- Call us at 
EMPA for pregnancy aid 
352-6216. M 11-1; TWR 
6:10-8:10; FM.  
INTERESTED IN NO- 
FRILLS LOW-COST JET 
TRAVEL to Europe. The 
Middle East. The Far 
East. Africa, or prac- 
tically anywhere? EDU- 
CATIONAL FLIGHTS 
can help you I ind the 
least expensive way for 
getting where you want 
to go Phone us toll-fret, 
14 hours a day. at (800) 
m-5588  
GUITAR STRINGS 
Buy your guitar strings 
by mall and save 10%. 
Send for free string price1 
Hit. Amster Music. 1624 
Lavaca, Austin. Texas 
78701  
Abortion Information 
Service. Clinic very close 
to area. 1-14 week preg- 
nancy terminated by li- 
censed certified gyne- 
cologist. Immediate ar- 
rangements will be made 
with no hassle Call col- 
lect 24 hour service. 216- 
811-1567  
Playing the recorder Is 
easy Free catalogue, re- 
corders, recorder music 
Beginners' Pear wood 
Recorder. Instruction 
Book 111 95 Amster Re- 
corder Co 1834H Lavaca. 
Austin. Texas 78701 
Need tickets for Indy 
500' Get forms in UAO 
office.  
For your PHOTO- 
GRAPHIC needs: por- 
traits, passports, appli- 
cations and etc. Weisa- 
brod Studio. IB W. 
Wooster PH 354-8041. 
ENGAGEMENT POR- 




BY PHILIP MORTAN, 
THE WORKING HAND 
CRAFT CENTER, 515 
Conneaut. 
PERSONALS  
The condition of Paddy 
Murphy took a serious 
turn for the worse today. 
The brothers of SAE 
stood outside the hospital 
window and sang "(9 bot- 
tles of beer on the wall" 
In a futile attempt to get 
Paddy to rebound from 
the deadly hangover that 
afflicts him Three obese 
nurses, an enema, and a 
bedpan were assaulted in 
Paddy's delenous efforts 
to reach the bottle of 
Boone's Farm left on the 
windows)!! by his loyal 
brothers. A spokesman 
for the hospital said that 
an injection of Flaming 





ITMR and MERGE) will 
be held In Educ. Bldg.. 
room 333 on Tuesday. 
Wednesday and Thurs- 
day, May 21. 22, and 13 
from 6:00 to 8 00 p.m. 
Please bring your regis- 
tration card for Fall 
Quarter  
Congrats to Sue 1 Tom 
on their DZ-Sigma Chi 
lavaliering The sisters 
of Delta Zeta  
PADDY MURPHY, IS 
THE END NEAR? 
BUS STATION CARRY 
OUT • nest to Hydraulic 
rm 500 Lehman 
HOLD ON PADDY 
MURPHY. HOLD ONI 
FOR SALE  
One 1.5 cubic foot refrig- 
erator (like new 1-50.00. 
Craig 8 track car stereo 
SO 00 Schwlnn 5 speed 16 
Inch bicycle-35 00 Elec- 
tronic calculator, in- 
cludes AC adapter, 
squares, square roots, 
etc. 80.00 Call 2-4150 
New Fusl road racer bi- 
cycle excellent buy. 352 
7751  
tt Flat Roadster needs 
minor repairs 1400.00 
Call Paul Johnson at 352 
8211 or 372-2672 
Must seU Honda 750, 
6 mo old., low mile, 
exc   cond   11775. Call 2 
1171 Honda lOOcc, used 
5(0 miles, asking MM. 
CaUattOM.  
SCUBA equip.-tank. 
reg . wet suit, etc Ali for 
MM 00 Call Rick 1-1108 
Fender Acoustic Guitar, 
with DeArmond pick-up 
See at 5S W. Sypay Lane. 
8100 or best offer Excel 
352-6474. after 5. 
Pioneer SX 424 receiver 
like new, 7 mos. old. 1150 
372-2476-8 to 5  I Sam I 
Zenith stereo for sale. 
Good Condition J70. 371- 
5002  
Aria 710. nylon strings 
excellent    condition 
w/case 160 Ph 353-0234 
Ed.  
Old Fender Bassman and 
Gibson Duo-Medalist 
Amp 352-0887  
1871 Nova 1 dr 107 V-8 
automatic trans bucket 
seats, dark green 
w white viny top. In very 
good shape 552-4274 
Port G E stereo and 
stand, easy chair, table, 
8-track w speakers. Call 
351-5401  
EMPA Garage Sale: 
Furniture, dishes, odds 
and ends; May 17, 9 am - 
8 pm; May 18, 9 am - 5 
pm; corner of Meeker 
and Wallace off W. Woos- 
ter. past tracks.  
FOR RENT  
Houses and furn. apt. 
available summer and 
fall Ph 352-0661 or 288- 
1474  
Apis, for summer rent -1 
bedroom, bathroom and 
a half, furnished, akr 
cond -$150.00 per month. 
Call 351-0020, Roger. 
4-man apt. to sublet for 
summer. A/C. 2-bdrm. 
shag, balcony. $120/ 
person 352-6373 After 5, 
ttl-77«».  
F. roommate wanted to 
share 1 bedroom apt. 
with one other female. 
Swimming pool 351-5591 
Two-bedroom apt. to sub- 
let for summer. Fully 
lurmsbed and air-con- 
ditioned. Option to renew 
lease in the fall If de- 
sired. Contact Beth. 2- 
0541  
Need 1 or 2 male muni 
for summer, S. Summit, 
split $125 month, call 
352-6762 ask for Mark 
Stokey.  
Summer sublet. Furn 1 
bdrm 4 bed apt, AC. 
pool, will negotiate rent. 
Call 351-8761.  
Sub- apt.. 4, summer. Uv. 
Village, will negotiate. 
351-9243  
LOOKING FOR AN 
APARTMENT? TRY 
OURS. 8th street apart 
menu 803 to 115 8th 
street. 1 bedroom, fur- 
nished, air conditioned. 
CIO mo. for 9 mos. 8185 
mo. for 11 mos. Call 352- 
(717 for farther Infor- 
mation. 
1(71 Capri M00 V0. Ph.      1   man   apt   sublease        mu 




MENTS now renting ef- 
feciencies for IMMEDI- 
ATE OCCUPANCY Call 
352-1195 between 12-6 
p.m 
Now Renting For Fall 
Qtr Furn 2 bed., t 
baths. (IS mo 1 occu- 
pants. $140 mo. 4 occu- 
pants. I bed. furn., 1 
adults $170 mo Prices 
are for a 1 mo lease, 
beat 4 water furn. lower 
prices for 1 year lease 
Call for our low summer 
rates and inspection. 352- 
4184 or 1-893-8981 collect. 
GREENVIEW 
APARTMENTS    NOW 
RENTING FOR 
SUMMER Special rates 
on 1 and 2 bedrooms or 
efficiencies Call 551-1195 
between 12-6 pm 
1-bed. apts furn., a c 
Special summer rates. 
Buff apts 1470 and 1480 
Clough. Call 354-7541. »$■ 
4163. or 353-1141 for Info 
CAMPUS MANOR, spe- 
cial summer rates-a few 
left for fall Call 552-9302 
for 1-5 and 352-7385 
evenings.  
Apts. and rooms near 
campus Fall and sum- 
mer rentals. Phone 352- 
7365  
Summer lease 4 apts. 
available at 724 Sixth St 
at $286.00 total cost for 
summer lease. Fur- 
nished li air conditioned. 
Call 352-6567 or 352-3595 
Room plus half bath, kit- 
chen privileges, avail 
imm. 7 miles west of BG 
666-4713 before 11 am 
FALL AND SUMMER 
818 Seventh Street 1 bed- 
room furnished, heat, 
water, air cond cable- 
vision inclnded-disb- 
washer optional. FALL 
RATES, 4 persons 887 SO 
each, 1 persons $79 50 ea. 
Ask about summer rates. 
362-0771. Please call John 
after I. 
Roommates aeeded 2 f.. 
1 m. M1-0M1. Ask far 
Stan.  
Furnished 3 bdrm apt to 
sublet for summer utl. 
Me. MM/mo. Call 372- 
1389.  
Apartment for sarnmer 
lease; 1 bar; 8116/ mo. 
Available In June, call 
Jon at 362-7*51: located 
at 111 Vs Mala St  
Apartment to sublease, 
single bedroom, com- 
asetely furnished Avail- 
able mid June call 151 
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League championships begin today 
AAacdonald faces 'toughest test' 
Oaig Mocdonald beaks th* lap* for another win 
for Bowling Gr**n. Th* talented lortg-diftance 
ate, who hai already qualified for the NCAA 
championships, will b* out to grab wins in th* 
mil*, three-mile and six-mil* MAC *v*nts at Kent 
this weekend  (N.wtphoto by Tom Linden). 
By Jerry Muck 
AisistsBt Sports Editor 
It^i no wonder that Falcon 
senior Craig Macdonald has 
the fastest league times in 
the mile and three-mile At 6 
ft.. 135 pounds, he has the 
least amount of wind 
resistance in the Mid- 
American Conference 
(MAC). 
Although the distance ace 
resembles a candidate for 
the "before" photo in a 
bodybuilding magazine, he 
doesn't let his spare frame 
bother him This weekend, 
he faces 11 miles of running 
competition in the MAC 
track championships at Kent 
State 
Macdonald attributes his 
thin physique to over- 
activity, which could be 
possible. At the MAC meet, 
he'll compete in the six-mile 
run tonight, the one-mile 
trials tomorrow and the 
finals of the mile and three- 
mile Saturday afternoon. 
"WE NEED a lot of high 
quality performances this 
weekend.' BG tutor Mel 
Brodt said it's a tough lest 
for Craig. but he's willing 
and capable. We're counting 
on wins in the mile and 
three-mile, and anything 
else Craig can do (in the six* 
mile> will be icing on the 
cake." he added 
The thought of II miles of 
running doesn't seem to faze 
"Mac", who runs about 100 
miles a week in training. 
"This weekend should be 
interesting," Macdonald 
said. "My goal is to go out 
and get as many team points 
as possible. I don't mind 
running three events, it's 
my last season and I want to 
go out a winner " 
Macdonald, along with 
several other Falcon 
veterans, predicts BG will 
be in the thick of the race 
this weekend. 
The MAC should be wide 
open, and BG can win it," he 
said "Eastern Michigan. 
Western Michigan and Kent 
will all be tough, but no 
one's going to run away with 
it." 
Macdonald, nicknamed 
"Spider." said his toughest 
foe this weekend will be 
Eastern Michigan's Gordon 
Minty. 
"Minty has already run a 
402 mile leg in a relay," he 
said." He's the only one I'm 
really afraid of Having the 
best conference time in two 
events iMacdonald's times 
in the mile and three-mile I 
doesn't mean much 1 know I 
have the edge, but you can 
never tell in the league 
' meet " 
MACDONALDS times of 
13:42.0 in the three-mile and 
4:06.9 in the mile are tops in 
the MAC. while Minty's 
bests are 13:54 7 and 4:12.6. 
A state prep cross-country- 
champ   from   New    York, 
"Mac" expects to find the 
going a bit tougher in the 
six-mile run Thursday His 
only six-mile time this 
spring. (29:56.0) is far away 
from the NCAA standard of 
29 05 and the MAC best of 
28:34 8 set by Phil Hinck of 
Toledo 
Last spring. Macdonald 
qualified for the NCAA mile 
and three-mile, but did not 
make it to the finals. This 
season, his goal is to place in 
the top five in the three-mile 
run at the national meet. 
Macdonald, who was 
featured in "Sports 
Illustrated s" "Faces in the 
Crowd" during high school, 
said be has never tried 
marathon running," because 
It's too root" Instead, he'll 
try to win the MAC title this 
weekend in his own special 
event-"the 11-mile run." 
Flop 
New concept on pro golf tour 
Sophomore thinclod Steve Edwards dears the bar with a successful "flop" in 
the high jump in earlier season action. (Newsphoto by Carl S*id) 
UAO CARDINAL ROOM 
Friday and Saturday 
9-12 Midnight 
FORT WOKTH. Tex 
(APi - A new concept in 
professional tournament 
go 1 f --1 he designated 
tournamenl -gets off the 
ground today. and 
Commissioner Deane 
Benian sees it as the first 
step in a. campaign lo focus 
more attention on the pro 
golf tour 
"By providing a series of 
tournaments with superior 
fields competing on superior 
courses, we hope to bring 
more national attention to 
the tour." Beman said 
before the start of the 
1250.000 Colonial National 
Open 
"We hope to have a series 
of tournaments which, 
through the superiority of 
their fields, will appeal to 
the public as ranking jusl 
below the major 
championships.      he   said. 
This will be beneficial to 
our overall image 
i do not mean we're 
trying to do away with the 
star system. Weil always 
have that But by focusing 
attention on selected events 
on a national basis, we 
should be able to help other 
sponsors sell their 
tournaments on a local 
basis " 
This one starts the series. 
Under the new concept-a 
brainchild of Beman and 
former commissioner Joe 
Dey-leading players are 
required to compete. It's the 
first time in history the 
touring pros have 
surrendered their jealously- 
guarded independence which 
allowed them to pick and 
choose the tournaments in 
which they will compete. 
All the game's great 
names     are     on    hand. 
including Jack Nicklaus. 
Tom Weiskopf. Johnny 
Miller. Lee Trevino. Arnold 
Palmer, Billy Casper, 
Masters champion Gary 
Player of South Africa and 
Australia's Bruce 
Crampton 
THE FIELD also includes 
all the top 30 money winners 
from last season, the 
Masters. PGA and U.S. 
Open champions from the 
last five years, the leading 
money winner from the last 
five years, the British Open 
champion and members of 
the most recent U.S. Hyder 
Cup team. 
Those are the designated 
players. They are required 
to compete If they do not. 
they are subject to a heavy 
fine ami or suspension of 
playing rights by Beman. 
The local response, 
predictably, has been 
outstanding. It's predictable 
because Colonial for three 
decades has been one of the 
most successful events on 
the tour 
WITH THE banner field, 
however, the usually large, 
colorful galleries at the 
7.142-yard Colonial Country 
Club course have been even 
bigger than usual 
Weiskopf. who started his 
stunning string of summer 
successes in this 
tournament a year ago, and 
the fantastic Miller rank as 
the    co-favorites 
************************************ 
»    Charlie Oswanski       Charlie 
J        TerryBaker lowers     f 
************************************ 
C.I. 
THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT 




"A BASIC KINO OF LOVE STORY... 
RICH, REAL AND FIRST RATE. 
A film about everyday people...no cops, no guns, 
no speeding cars, no explosions...just a touching 
drama about humans touching, with elements 
of the comic and tragic mixed together." 
-OAVIO SM6EMAN CBS-TV 
She's 32. 
She drinks too much. 
She hustles pool. 
She's got a 10-year-old 
mulatto son. 
She's got a different 
boyfriend every night. 
She's in trouble.      And he's in love. 
Canterbury Inn 
The Mostest For 
The Leastest 
WEDS. The usual goodies 
plus live music 
THURS., FRI. & SAT. 




Order Your 1974-75 Football, 
Hockey And Basketball Season 
Tickets Now - And SAVE! 
Planning to purchase 1974-75 football, hockey or basketball season tickets this fall? Then order NOW and beat 
the price increase! 
Season ticket prices for 1974-75 will be raised, effective June 1. However, all returning students may order 
tickets at last year's prices by signing up through May 31! The following tickets are available: 
1974 FOOTBALL SEASON TICKET (11,000 AVAILA"BIET| 
Spring Sale Price: $3.00 Fall Price: $5.00 
Provides west side student general admission to five home games. (No exchange required.) Single game tickets 
will be priced at $1.50 per game. 
197475 SEASON HOCKEY ID CARD (2,700 AVAILABLE) 
JO* C«"*r. '©• "iwi 
JAMES CAAN 
MARSHA MASON ana ELI WALLACH ■HMMK 0»Dfll l|M 
"CINDERELLA LIBERTY" 
PioducwJ one Dvecled ov MARK RvDEu   SoMnpiov bv DARDvi PONCSAN 
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Spring Sale Price: $5.00 Fall Price: $7.00 
Provides student general admission to eighteen home games. (Hockey ID cardholders are guaranteed a game 
ticket, providing they exchange bv Tuesday of game week. Beginning on Wednesday of game week, tickets will 
be sold or exchanged on a first-come-first-served basis.) Single game tickets (when available) will be priced at 
$1.00 per game. 
1974-75 SEASON BASKETBALL ID CARD (3,300 AVAILABLE) 
Spring Sale Price: $3.00 Fall Price: $5.00 
Provides student general admission to thirteen dome games. (Basketball ID cardholders are guaranteed a game 
ticket, providing they exchange by Tuesday of game week. Beginning on Wednesday of game week, tickets will 
be sold or exchanged on a first-come-first-served basis.) Single game tickets (when available) will be priced at 
$1.00 per game.) 
INFORMATION FOR ORDERING 
1. Visit the Memorial Hall Ticket Office now through May 31, and order the season tickets of your choice (spring 
quarter validation card required). Ticket office will be open weekdays (except Memorial Day) from 9 a.m.- 
noon, and 1 p.m.-5 p.m. 
2. Tickets must be charged to your university account. Bursar's Office will post amount due to your fall quarter 
fees statement. 
3. Pick up your tickets in the fall (show your fall quarter validation card). Pick-up information will be provided 
when you order. 
4. All sales final. (No refunds or exchanges permitted.) 




By Du Girt lew 
Assistant Sporti Editor 
Mickey Cochrane is playing cards with a loaded 
deck. Fortunately for him, he has some tricks up his 
sleeve. 
The Falcon lacrosse mentor will be wagering an 11 
0 season record and an unblemished Midwest 
Lacrosse Association (MLA) mark Saturday, against 
Ohio Wesleyan coach Rich Seller's bluff. 
"Mick's" first trump card is goalie Pat Collura. The 
nine-year coach said his goalie is almost totally 
prepared when game day arrives 
"Pat is having another fine year I'd say he's 99 per 
cent prepared for all ball games, and he'll be ready to 
go Saturday. He takes pride in keeping goals out-in 
games and even in practice. He's serious about his 
job," Cochrane said 
SEILER has guided the Ohio Wesleyan Bishops 
from mediocrity last year to an NCAA Division II 
power this season 
"It has been a very surprising year for a young 
team like this to show so much poise." Seiler said 
"For a team with freshmen and sophomores carrying 
the load. I think we are really grown up." 
OWL' has two seniors, three juniors, four sopho- 
mores and one freshman in its starting line-up. 
"No guy Is directly responsible for the success of 
our team. Sure, we count on certain people to score 
and control the game, but that's part of the team 
Idea." Seiler said 
"The biggest problem that Bowling Green will pose 
is their defense But. we feel we can score on 
anyone." he added. 
Cochrane has landed a full house in the middie 
department. 
"We preached and talked all preseason about the 
midfield and how to improve its scoring. I think 
they've done one hell of a job this year." Cochrane 
said. "They proved they could score and play good 
defense at the same time. 
Cochrane said the trump card which will probably 
cause the Bishops to "fold" is BG's defense. The 
Falcon coach called his backfield one of the best 
defensive units around 
"WE'VE GOT a great, close-knit defense," said the 
Falcon skipper, i Mike) Wilcox is the best defenseman 
in the midwest, with Cliff Holland right behind him 
Mais' (Bob Malekoff) has also done an excellent job 
for us. 
"I've been very pleased with our defense this year. 
It's the best In all the midwest, no doubt. We've given 
up only 43 goals, and nobody is near us. That's some 22 
goals less than our nearest contender, Ohio State." 
When it comes down to offensive power. BG lacks 
the big gun. But according to Cochrane. the BG 
offensive guns are more than adequate 
"Our attack is well-balanced. Verne (Zabek) has 
done what we've wanted-to score. He knew that be 
would nave to get some goals this year along with 
assists, and he has done the job well. Grimes (Bill) 
and Cabalka (Steve) have also been effective in their 
, spots. Ricky Knowles has come in and done the job 
well for us getting a couple of goals in key situations." 
Cochrane explained. 
Cochrane added that he is pleased the team has 
won-even in mediocre performances. 
"Overall, we have the depth and balance we have 
needed to win. Somebody has always come in and 
done the job," the head coach said. "However, we are 
not a very impressive club. We don't really have 
anyone that is bead-and-shoulders above the rest. 
Everyone has done the job. and nobody is going to 
exploit us." Cochrane added 
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Golf co-captains 
have unique roies 
By Dick Rees 
Aisiitanl Sporti Editor 
Making important team 
derisions. knowing 
everyone s (alenl and 
personality determining a 
lineup, trying to keep 
everyone happy and 
communicating with players 
arc all customary (unctions 
of an athletic coach 
For Maik McConnell and 
Kenny Walters, co-captains 
of (he Howling Green golf 
learn those (unctions are 
their concern 
The Falcon gollers have a 
coach o( course. It's just 
thai BG mentor John Piper 
has given (he duo a unique 
role-they have much of the 
responsibility thai is 
normally reserved lor the 
head coach 
Obviously, being co- 
caplain in (his situation is 
more lhal a prestigious title 
The (wo juniors, take their 
positions seriously and work 
closely with Piper and the 
other players to promote 
team harmony. 
"WE'VE BEEN here for 
three years now. so we've 
been through a lot 0! (hings 
that the younger players 
haven't. McConnell 
explained We can talk to 
the team lor Piper, and we 
can talk to Piper (or the 
team " 
McConnell said that Piper 
ft 
never fails to ask the co- 
captains opinions on 
important decisions and 
ideas 
He (Piper 1 knows thai 
we're closer to the players, 
so he can come to us 
knowing that we're thinking 
of the team " 
Walters said (hat he can 
act as a mediator if any ol 
the team members have 
gripes and don t want to 
conlront the coach 
"For me it's a duly lhal 1 
expected when I was named 
co-captain I don't (eel any 
extra pressure from it." 
Walters said "In fact. I like 
the position It's a challenge 
for me to get more 
communication between the 
team and the coach." 
WALTERS,  WHOSE 74 8 
average leads the BG 
gollers, said his job as a 
leader is different from 
other sports. 
"Golf is not really a team 
sport per sc. I( only becomes 
a team sport when the 
scores come In." he said 
"Its not like basketball 
where someone can set a 
pick for you. or football 
where someone can throw a 
block or help make a tackle 
You can't rely on someone 
else to swing the club lor 
you or give some help in 
making a putt It's up to 
each player to do the job." 
he said. 
McConnell. who owns a 
77.7 average, said it's a lot 
different being a college co- 
captain than a high school 
captain 
"I have more responsi- 
bility here I have to stay on 
top of everything that goes 
on and make sure thai (he 
players know what the coach 
is thinking or planning." he 
said 
Although he doesn I feel 
any pressure. Walters Ihinks 
his role as co-captain has 
definitely affected his play 
this spring 
"As co-captain. 1 feel that 
I can 1 let the (earn down I 
think my score should 
always be the best or at 
least in the top three." the 
two-time most valuable BU 
golfer said, it (being co- 
captain) makes me think 
more when I m playing 
because I (eel 1 have to bring 
in a better score than the 
res! " 
THE FACT THAT Walters 
and McConnell are room 
mates makes it easier for 
the two to work together 
"Us kind of nice that we 
have two captains," 
McConnell said And since 
we're together a lot, we can 
talk and we know each 
other's thoughts" 
Apparently, Piper's idea 
of giving his co-captains a 
lot of responsibility has 
helped the golfers enjoy 
another line season 
/H4RK   McC«WNCLt *«N  wAurets 
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Women host state tennis meet 
By Laurl Leach 
Staff Writer 
Coach Janet Parks 
women netlers will a((empt 
to dethrone 1973 state 
champion Ohio State, as 
Bowling Green hosts the 
Women's    State    Tennis 
Mark Glover 
Baseballers need sweep 
to capture league crown 
Championships     today, 
tomorrow, and Saturday. 
Other college teams 
competing in the 
tournament are Ashland. 
Baldwin-Wallace. Capital. 
Case Western Reserve, 
Cedarville. Wooster. 
Denison. Hiram. Kent. 
Kenyon, Miami. Oberlin. 
Ohio University. Ohio 
Wesleyan. Toledo. Cin- 
cinnati, and Wittenberg 
SENIOR Amy Smith 
battles Baldwin-Wallace's 
Georgia Anderson at 11 a.m. 
today in first singles 
competition. 
If    Smith    defeats    her 
opponent, she will play the 
winner of the Alice Holfman 
(01) 1  - Ann Wilson .OSI 
match at 1 p.m. today. 
Wilson, who was ranked in 
high school in the Ohio 
Valley Women's Singles, is 
seeded second in first 
singles. First-seeded Suzy 
Km / from Ohio Wesleyan 
will be defending her 1973 
state individual crown Also 
seeded is Capital's Kim 
Ruppen. 
Second-seeded Janet 
Wonderleigh is a strong 
competitor for BG in second 
singles    She    plays    Kent 
State's Lynn Hindman at 9 
am 
The winner of the Wonder- 
leigh-Hindman match will 
play the winner of the 
Heather. Boggs tTUl- 
Marsha, Donaldson Ml' 
match at 1 p.m. today 
Possible finalists in second 
singles competition are 
Wonderleigh and first- 
seeded Barb Wetters from 
Ohio State. 
BG's Cathy Brady 
competes at 11 a.m. today 
for the third singles crown 
with Emily Barrett from 
Denison University. 
Ohio State, described by 
Parks as the toughest team 
in the tournament, also has 
seeded entries in both 
doubles competitions. They 
are L. McDorman and D 
Hancock in first doubles, 
and D. Linn and E. 
Rosenberg in second 
doubles. 
JUNIOR Amy Longley 
and her partner. Judy 
Jeanette. battle OWU s D 
Manos and D. Gordon at 11 
a.m. today in first doubles, 
while Lisa Vernier and Lou 
Ann Cunningham compete 
with Wesleyan's P. Mack 
and J. Martin for the second 
doubles crown. 
Getting right down to it. Miami University will probably 
win the Mid-American Conlerence 1MAC1 baseball crown 
this weekend 
The Falcons, who are one game behind the conlerence 
leading Kedskins. definitely have the best chance ol 
upsetting ML' in the final weekend of MAC competition 
Ohio University and Central Michigan are not mathe- 
matically eliminated (rom the tight race but must be 
considered long shots 
HOW CAN the Bowling Green crew win the MAC There 
are a number o( possibilities 
The Falcons 110-4 < have 10 sweep their home double- 
header with Toledo Saturday in order to have a fighting 
chance If (he BG nine accomplish this feat, they will have 
to rely on Western Michigan and Northern Illinois. 
Nil' and WMU play doubleheaders with Miami (114) this 
weekend at Oxford. If the Falcons beat Toledo twice, the 
Redskins will be (orced to win three of their four encounters 
to regain the baseball title lor the second consecutive year 
Otherwise, the title will end up in Falconland 
If one of Miami's doubleheaders is rained out this 
weekend and they split in the other twin-bill, the BG 
diamondmen could tie MU for the league lead 1 by defeating 
Toledo twice). A playoff would follow in this case, giving the 
Falcons an even chance on a neutral MAC field. 
As for Ohio University (9-5). they Way four games on the 
road. Consequently, the Bobcats can wait for next year's 
campaign 
Central Michigan i8-5) is one of the OU opponents this 
weekend. The chances of CMU sweeping the Bobcat series 
are slim. Even slimmer are the chances of BG and Miami 
losing all of their MAC games (the only way Central could 
win the title) 
It boils down to the Redskins and Falcons in the stretch. 
But the odds favor Miami. 
\ 
THE REDSKINS are playing two mediocre MAC teams at 
home. Miami is tough to beat anywhere, but beating the 
Redskins in Oxford is almost impossible 
The Falcons beat Western Michigan twice in Kalamazoo. 
Mich earlier in the season, 5-1 and 2-1 In their own 
stomping grounds, Miami should have no problem stopping 
Western. Northern Illinois will not offer a threat to the 
Redskins 
Even the weather has favored Miami The BG nine were 
rained out of their doubleheader with Northern Illinois last 
weekend With two possible wins washed away, the Falcons 
will be hurting in league percentage points, which 
determine the eventual champion. 
While the Falcons were getting their feet wet. Miami took 
two games from Kent State Such is life in the cutthroat 
MAC baseball world. 
Miami has also been the only title contender to beat Ball 
State twice The Cardinals, who are eligible for the MAC 
crown for the first time this year, have been effective 
"spoilers" by beating the other league powers during the 
season 
MIAMI HAS the talent to win the MAC along with some 
favorable odds But the Redskins will be forced to work for 
the crown-because BG should sweep Toledo Saturday- 
Toledo is out of the race and will be very relaxed but BG 
will be decidedly determined This added motivation should 
carry the Falcon crew in both games. 
Toledo's pitching ace. Roger Coe, has never beaten the 
BG squad and the Falcons have knocked off the Rockets 13 
times in their last 14 meetings. 
Kip Young (8-1) will be going against Coe. The "Kipper" 
has been nearly unstoppable and Saturday he should notch 
his ninth win. Dan Hebel (5-3) will throw for BG in the 
second game. He will bear down in this clutch situation. 
Relying on Miami to break down is a tough way to win a 
title. But then again, stranger things have happened. 
Freshmen set for MAC 
By Dan Garfleld 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The long and winding 
tennis season has come to 
the annual climactic finish. 
The Falcon netters have 
compiled an 8-12 record this 
year, but find themselves 
one fish in a bowl of nine 
Mid-American Conference 
1 MAC 1 guppies 
Heading into the season, 
coach Bob Gill knew he 
would have his hands full 
with the largest schedule in 
the 22-year history of the 
sport at the University. 
Twenty matches in two 
months was a lot of tennis 
for a young squad 
Gill recruited six fresh- 
men to bolster the Falcon 
tennis program. Three of the 
six rookie netters cracked 
the starting singles lineup, 
while a fourth. Glenn 
Johnson sustained a torn 
retina and had to sit out the 
season. He was scheduled to 
fill the No 2 singles post. 
THE THREE freshmen 
who made the top six are 
Rich Herbst at first singles. 
Casey Daganhardt at fourth 
singles and Rob Dowling at 
fifth singles. They have 
guided the Falcons in recent 
wins over Ball State. Toledo 
and Western Michigan 
Herbst faced some of the 
toughest singles players in 
the midwest. He never gave 
up in tough matches at Cin- 
cinnati, Miami and Ohio 
State, giving opposing first 
singles veterans three-set 
trouble. Herbst is a dark- 
horse candidate to receive a 
MAC tourney seeding. 
Before the season Gill said. 
"He could very possibly be 
the first freshman ever to 
win the singles title." 
Daganhardt has come on 
strong to compile an 8-10 
record. The Kettering. Ohio 
native bounced back from a 
l-« record after the Florida 
spring trip to finish strong in 
the conference. 
His league performance 
gives him a good shot for a 
MAC tourney seed. Dagan- 
hardt fashioned a 6-2 con- 
ference mark, tops on the 
team and in the league at 
that spot 
Dowling    started    the 
season at a good pace, but 
fizzled at the end. However, 
the fifth singles player 
ended with an 11-9 mark and 
a 5-3 conference tally. His 
MAC mark is one of the top 
four records at that spot and 
he is another probable 
seeding candidate. 
IN THE doubles de- 
partment, Herbst and 
Daganhardt are coming off a 
rough  season. Overall,  the 
rookie duo is 4-8. and they 
have posted a 2-5 league 
mark. It is unlikely they will 
get a seeding. 
At third doubles. Dowjins 
teams up with Larry Dixie* 
for one of BG's best bets at 
copping a conference crown. 
The two have put together 
an 8-5 mark. Dister and 
Dowling have recorded a 5-2 
league slate and have an 
excellent chance of going all 
the way. 
Women's track 
The Falcon women 
spikers send five repre- 
sentatives to the track 
nationals today, tomorrow, 
and Saturday at Texas 
Women's College in Denton. 
Texas. 
The five runners are 
senior Laurie McVicker. 
sophomores Stanene Strouss 
and Vicki Zyski; and 
freshmen Diane McCulloch 
and BeUy Clogg. 
McVicker. who holds the 
BG school record In the 220- 
yd dash, will be running the 
first leg of the 880 medley 
relay. 
Strouss will run the 
anchor on the 8*0 medley 
relay team, and has also 
qualified in the 440-yd. aid 
880-yd. dashes. She holds 
school records in both 
dashes while owning the BG 
marks in the 220 and 100 
meter hurdles. 
McCulloch and Zyski will 
be running the second and 
last legs of the 880 relay 
team, respectively. Clogg 
will be an alternate for BG. 
